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COLORADO’S LEADING BUILDING
MATERIALS COMPANY.
Rio Grande Co. has been serving building industry professionals since 1908.  The scope of the 
company’s products and services has grown beyond equal, driven largely in part by a corporate 
culture that is rooted in small business principles and a quality assurance program that ensures 
customer satisfaction.

www.RioGrandeCo.com
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BEING INNOVATIVE IS WHO WE ARE. AND NOW 
OUR UPDATED LOOK REFLECTS IT.
For close to 60 years, Rocky Mountain Prestress has been driven by the vision to 
provide our clients with the most innovative solutions in architectural and structural 
precast concrete. And while precast services are what we do, building strong and 
successful relationships is what we are about. 

Our refreshed brand embodies the innovation and solid dependability of our business, 
the enthusiasm of our employees and the energy of our team – all focused on one 
thing. Our commitment to you.

Visit RMPprestress.com to see it all in action.
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On the cover of this issue:
Skyhouse Denver, photo courtesy of Swinerton Builders
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USE US for Energy Design 
Assistance.

Case in point.

A nearly 1 million-
square-foot multi-tenant 

offi ce building used 
Xcel Energy’s EDA program 
to reach their high energy 

savings goals and 
certifi cation status. 
The revolutionary 

engineering design and 
technology systems cut 
operating expenses and 

created bottom-line 
effi ciencies not found 

in other buildings.

The results:

30%
Energy use reduction

35%
Reduction in electric 

lighting needs 

38% 
More fresh air circulation 

than required by code

43.6%
Reduced water use 

compared to traditional 
Denver offi ce buildings

Find more case studies at 
xcelenergy.com/Business.

xcelenergy.com

© 2015 Xcel Energy Inc.

Energy-effi cient new buildings and renovation projects start at the earliest 
stages, and Xcel Energy can help. Our Energy Design Assistance program 
works to ensure maximum energy effi ciency and long-term savings from 
the start. It’s a comprehensive approach to energy and cost savings.

Contact an energy effi ciency specialist at 1-855-839-8862 or visit 
xcelenergy.com/Business.
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Dear readers, 

Over these past five years, Larry Bell and I have worked together to produce
more than 3,500 pages of construction news and information. The years 
have flown by as Colorado Construction & Design magazine has grown in 
circulation, size and impact on the people and projects we’ve covered 
over the years.

Effective Dec. 23, 2015 Golden Bell Press turned over the reins of ownership
for this and several other magazines. As new owner of CC&D, it is my goal to
continuously improve the quality and content of the magazine, in print and
online. And this, our first issue, comes with a fresh new look and some 
new people on board, including writer/reporter/contributor Julie Wanzer of 
Business Rewritten, and editor William Taylor of Coterie Press. Julie and 
I are former McGraw-Hill Construction employees. William is an author and
graphic designer with many years of publishing experience (including the
Denver Union Station Special Report that appeared in our Summer 2014 
edition) and author of more than 30 books about vintage racecars. Together,
along with our team of standout photographers, we will continue to feature 
innovative commercial projects being designed and completed by companies
doing business in Colorado.

All this is not without a fond farewell to our co-founders, Larry and Nancy 
Bell of Golden Bell Press. Many of you have met the Bells at industry events
through his affiliation with Rocky Mountain Construction, The Colorado Public
Works Journal and CC&D. Fortunately for us, the Bells will keep an interest 
in the magazine and also allow AGC Colorado a last hurrah with a pre-game
tailgater for the Colorado Rockies’ Home Opener on Friday, April 8th. At
about this time, renovation will begin at the historic Golden Bell Press 
building. The building is going to be repurposed as an Italian Brew Pub, 
serving pizza, beer and gelatos. Looking to join the baseball fun? 
Contact Andrea Berumen at AGC Colorado for advance tickets and 
sponsorship opportunities. Let’s make it the best one yet!

As always, send us your news. We’re here to help you build your business.

Mike.

Baseball, Business 
and a Farewell Salute 

to Golden Bell Press
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ABC Rocky Mountain Announces Chapter Award Winners;
Installation of Board of Directors

CONSTRUCTION News Briefs

MW Golden Constructors Wins Two Best Project Awards
Engineering News Record magazine in Denver has presented
MW GOLDEN CONSTRUCTORS with two 2015 Best Project
Awards for projects the company completed in 2014. MWGC’s
projects competed with nearly 100 other entries in the contest,
which “were judged on design and construction quality,
contribution to the community and the industry and how they
overcame unusual challenges through teamwork and innovation,”
according to ENR.

MWGC won best project in the Specialty Contracting category
with the Muncipal Operations Center Structural Foundation Re-
pairs project. Built in 2002 on unstable soils, Glenwood Springs’
Municipal Operations Center had settled to the point sunlight
could be seen through cracks in exterior walls. The cracks, some
as wide as an inch, threatened the building’s stability and the
safety of employees. MWGC stabilized the 30,000 square foot

building with 200 fifty-foot-deep compaction grout columns,
ultimately raising the facility by four inches. The team of J.R.
Harris and Co. and CTL Thompson analyzed, sometimes on a
daily or hourly basis, unique conditions that could not be seen
from the surface.

MWGC also won an award of merit in the Sports/Entertainment
category with the Outdoor Covered Regulation Dressage Arena
project. This privately owned 35,000 square foot dressage arena
showcases exquisite custom finishes and high quality features.
Under the forty foot tall, 140’ x 220’ arena roof is a 1600 square
foot multipurpose building, sheathed in reclaimed antique barn
wood meticulously selected and arranged slat by slat. Steel
beams supporting the arena roof are wrapped in stone that
matches the nearby residence.

Associated Builders and Contractors
(ABC) Rocky Mountain Chapter held their
annual Chapter Awards dinner and Board
of Directors installation on Thursday,
January 21, at The Westin Hotel.

The Chapter Awards were presented to
leaders within the commercial construction
industry who have shown outstanding
commitment and dedication to the
chapter, industry, and the merit shop
philosophy through their participation and
involvement.

The following companies and indi-
viduals were honored with awards:

President’s Award to the Young Profes-
sionals Steering Committee; Outstanding
Service by a New Member to Kenny Elec-
tric; Associate of the Year for the second
year in a row to EKS&H LLP; Supplier of
the Year to Power Management Systems
and Sales, Inc.; Subcontractor of the Year
for the third year in a row to Spacecon
Specialty Contractors, LLC; General Con-
tractor of the Year for the second year in a
row to Hensel Phelps; Young Professional
of the Year to Dane Bechtholdt, Douglass
Colony Group; and the ABCer of the Year
was awarded to Rachael Koch, Power
Management Systems and Sales, Inc.
There were also two new awards pre-
sented this year to recognize political ad-
vocacy efforts: Grassroots Champion to
Mark Olesen of Pinkard Construction and
Merit Shop Defender to Power Manage-
ment Systems and Sales, Inc.

Prior to the awards program was the instal-
lation of the 2016 Board of Directors. The
individuals who serve on the ABC board of
directors volunteer a significant amount of
time – and resources – to the Chapter.
Their leadership and vision allows the
Chapter to grow and succeed as the voice
of commercial construction.

The following individuals were
sworn in as the 2016 ABC Board
of Directors:

Executive Committee
Chair: Darren Hinton, Milender White Con-
struction Co.; Chair-Elect: Jason Maxwell,
White Construction Group; Vice Chair: Rob

Marceau, RK Mechanical, Inc.; Treasurer:
Scott Oglesby, Bauerle & Company, P.C.;
Secretary: Aaron Eide, Flood and Peter-
son; Past Chair: Allan Bliesmer, Hensel
Phelps.

Directors
Mari Bergstrom, BT Construction; Marissa
Bolton, Bobcat of the Rockies; Denny
Doyle, LPR Construction Co.; Mark Griffin,
Turner Construction Company; Paul Gio-
vannetti, HITT Contracting; Rachael Koch,
Power Management Systems & Sales;
John Luthi, FCI Constructors, Inc.; Scott
Larson, Encore Electric, Inc.; Patrick
Wolach, Douglass Colony Group; and Trip
DeMuth, Faegre Baker Daniels.

Employees of Hensel Phelps accept the General
Contractor of the Year award from ABCRMC’s
Director of Member Services Brett Denison.

Darren Hinton on the right, with his uncle, guest and
former Chapter President from 1991, Bill Hinton and
his wife Kathy.
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The Neenan Company Re-enters Development Market
and Purchases Former Value Plastics Building in Fort Collins

The Neenan Company, a fully integrated
design-build firm based in Fort Collins, is
pleased to announce that it has re-entered
the development market and is launching a
real estate development project in Fort
Collins. The project marks the firm’s official
renewal of its development services,
focusing on build-to-suit clients in need of
industrial, medical and office properties.

The Neenan Company recently purchased
and is currently redeveloping the two-story,
40,000-square-foot former Value Plastics
building located at 3325 S.Timberline Road
in Fort Collins. The Neenan Company
originally designed the industrial facility in
1995 and will transform it into multi-tenant
office space with anticipated completion in
January 2016.

“We’re excited to expand the firm’s focus
and return to our offering of real estate
development services,” said David
Shigekane, President of The Neenan

Company. “With the market conditions
continuing to improve, this is the ideal time
to engage with clients on high-caliber
development projects.”

The Neenan Company initially launched its
development services in 1981 and since
that time had owned or co-owned more
than 40 properties. Some of the company’s
signature development projects include the
Redstone Professional Office Building on
the Poudre Valley Health System’s
Harmony Campus in Fort Collins, Melco
Industries in Westminster, and Avista
Medical Plaza in Louisville, including the
Avista I andAvista II medical office buildings.

In accordance with The Neenan
Company’s design-build model, the bene-
fits of its integrated approach will extend to
development clients, as it allows the firm to
understand all aspects of a project and in
turn increase scope, decrease costs and
accelerate schedules.

CONSTRUCTION News Briefs

Merrick & Company - Celebrates Sixty Years
Engineering, architecture, design-build, surveying, planning, and geospatial solutions
firm Merrick & Company, is celebrating its 60th anniversary in serving domestic and
international clients in the energy, national security, life sciences, and sustainable
infrastructure markets.

Merrick was founded in Denver, CO by Sears Merrick in 1955. Originally established to
provide civil engineering and surveying services, Merrick began evolving its capabilities
in architecture and multi-disciplinary engineering. In the 1980s, the firm added core
competencies in Geographic Information Systems (GIS), chemical process engineering,
and nuclear facility and custom equipment design. Today, Merrick is well-known in the
industry, especially for technical expertise and full-service offerings, allowing clients the
opportunity to work with one firm throughout the entire value chain. Merrick operates out
of 20 offices throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, and the United Kingdom.

“Sears Merrick would be proud to know that the firm he started in 1955 is now providing
over $100M of services annually for projects on all seven continents.” stated Dave
Huelskamp, President and CEO of Merrick.
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Mortenson Announces 2015 Star Award Winners
Trade Partners Honored at Ninth Annual Event

Mortenson Construction announced the
winners of its ninth annual Star Awards,
which recognizes the company’s trade
partners, at an event held at Mile High Sta-
tion in Denver on October 8th, 2015.

“Our relationships with our trade partners
is crucial to success," said Maja Rosen-
quist, vice president and general manager

at Mortenson. “The Star Awards is an
opportunity for us to recognize the efforts
of our trade partners, and how important
they are to the success of each project,”
she added.

The 2015 winners included:
Safety: Spacecon for the DIA Westin
Hotel. Preconstruction:Weifield Group

CONSTRUCTION News Briefs

Electrical Contracting for their success on
multiple projects. Quality: Murphy Co.
Mechanical Contractors for the Woodward
Lincoln Avenue Campus. Innovation:
Puma Steel for the Woodward Lincoln Av-
enue Campus. Innovation: LPR Con-
struction for the Woodward Lincoln Avenue
Campus. Teamwork:Gen3 Construction
for the Woodward World Headquarters.
Small Business Partner: Lovern’s Inc. for
the Fort Carson 13th CAB Barracks as well
as the Denver Office Renovation. Quiet
Competence: Western States Fire Pro-
tection Co. for the Woodward Lincoln Av-
enue Campus.BIM: Dynalectric Colorado
for the Woodward Lincoln Avenue Campus
and World Headquarters. Project
Manager: Simeon Murren, W.L. Contrac-
tors, Inc. for the Stapleton Redevelopment.
Superintendent: Sean Lawrence, Gen3
Construction for Woodward World Head-
quarters. Overall Subcontractor:
Sierra Rebar, LLC for the 245 Columbine
Hotel.

USGBC Colorado Recognizes Three Top Green School Districts
As USGBC Colorado prepared for the 9th annual Green Schools
Summit on November 6, the organization recognized the top
green school districts in the Centennial State for their exemplary
efforts in sustainability initiatives and green building facilities.

“Colorado school districts have made incredible headway to
create healthier and more sustainable schools,” said Patti Mason,
Executive Director, USGBC Colorado. “With the Green Schools
Summit approaching, it is important that we are aware of the
amazing work that is being done, as well as future programs that
will further advance the green schools initiative.”

Denver Public Schools (DPS): DPS is currently creating a garden
curriculum that connects to science, literacy and math. Teachers
are being educated on how the outdoor gardens can be incorpo-
rated into their existing lesson plans. In addition, substantial
support from the Colorado Energy Office and Xcel Energy has
facilitated the completion of energy and lighting audits in many
schools in the district. These audits will determine what sort of

efficiency upgrades will produce the highest cost and energy sav-
ings for each school. Douglas County School District (DCSD):
DCSD students are focusing on how to reduce the amount of
trash they produce. The district has developed several different
programs to reduce DCSD’s contribution to the landfill, such as
the implementation of single stream recycling for their plastics,
aluminum/tin, glass, milk cartons, cardboard and paper. In
addition, DCSD is continuing its low idle program in which they
encourage bus drivers and student commuters to turn off their
vehicles when sitting in school traffic to reduce harmful gas
emissions into the environment.

Boulder Valley School District (BVSD): This district has shown
exemplary efforts to reduce environmental impact and utility
costs, promote better health, and ensure effective environmental
education, including civics and green career pathways. This year,
BVSD is building four new Net-Zero Energy Buildings (buildings
that produce as much energy as they consume) and improving
the energy efficiency in all existing buildings.

L to R: Gene Hodge, Kevin Knoll (both of Mortenson), three representatives of Sierra Rebar, and Kent Reinhart of
Mortenson. Sierra Rebar was winner of the overall best trade partner category.

Foothills Commercial Builders Begins Renovation of
Panorama Orthopedics & Spine Center in Golden, Colorado

In November 2015 Foothills Commercial Builders began the
30,000 square-foot renovation of Panorama Orthopedics and
Spine Center located at 660 Golden Ridge Road in Golden. The
$2.5 million project will be complete in 2016. The nine phases of
the project will be carefully orchestrated so as not to disrupt
normal operations for the staff and the daily influx of 400 patients,
including professional athletes, who visit the clinic each day.
Understanding the construction risks to both medical personnel
and patients is vital during the remodel of an occupied facility, and
Foothills has extensive experience with healthcare renovations
of this kind.

In partnership with Southfield Design Group of Evergreen, the
team at Foothills will update and upgrade the entire 2nd floor
which includes the waiting area, exam rooms, casting areas, x-ray
department, post-operative patient rooms, and the remodel of a
retail supply store. “We are excited to be part of such an important
project for an organization that helps so many people in our
community,” said Rocky Hollingsworth, President and CEO of
Foothills. “We understand the importance of working among
healthcare providers and patients without causing hardships or
disruptions to their schedules or their patients’ needs.”
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CHT has been providing affordable health care benefits specifically to contractors 
and their families since 1968. It used to be the only things we could all be certain of were “death and taxes.”  

Not anymore.  Today, business owners might also throw “rising health insurance costs” into the mix. But if you’re a contractor 

in Colorado, you can take the unpredictability of health insurance right out of the equation.  That’s because the Contractor’s 

Health Trust of Colorado (CHT) has been able to navigate the uncertain waters of the Affordable Care Act so that all of our 

clients can be assured of predictable insurance rates.  And this year is no different. In reviewing the renewal increase for our 

clients in 2015, CHT determined our continued positive performance last year resulted in just a 1% increase for our Front 

Range clients and a 5% increase for our Western Slope clients this year.

So, for us, it’s business as usual. So you can get back to your business as usual.  

To request a complimentary no-obligation quote or for more information,  

please contact Contractors Health Trust or your local broker.

info@yourCHT.org  | 720-235-1960  | www.contractorshealthtrust.org

2015
Renewal

Rate Increase

ONLY 1%*.

Affordable is the foundation    
of our coverage. 

* 1% increase for Front Range clients, 5% increase for Western Slope clients
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Sonic Automotive and W.E. O’Neil Break Ground on BMW Retail and Service Facility in Denver

W.E. O’Neil Construction Company of Col-
orado, in conjunction with Sparc+ Archi-
tects and owner Sonic Automotive Inc.
(www.sonicautomotive.com) broke ground
on the new BMW of Downtown Denver
dealership location at 1040 S.Colorado
Boulevard in Denver. The site, which is
centrally located near Glendale and Cherry
Creek, will soon be home to a two-story,
71,875 sq. ft. comprehensive vehicle repair
and sales facility complete with a two-story
car display mezzanine.

Bryan Haarhues, General Manager of the
existing Murray BMW, which will be re-
branded as BMW of Downtown Denver, is
focused on the future. “We’re very proud of
what we’re building here. Not only as it will
fill a niche for people who love fine auto-
mobiles, but because the new BMW of
Downtown Denver will provide employ-
ment for people here in our community,”
said Haarhues. “The new facility will truly
be a show place befitting a brand like
BMW. The spectacular showroom will be

CONSTRUCTION On the boards

two stories, with cars displayed on both
levels. And the service area will be roughly
double its current size. Our BMW dealer-
ship is still open for business during
construction at our used car facility on East
Kentucky Avenue” he noted.

The groundbreaking initiated the demoli-
tion of existing structures and the begin-
ning of additional site work in preparation
for a new high-end BMW dealership, which
will offer a variety of services beyond retail
sales. It is slated to have a sales floor, re-
ception and waiting area, individual offices,
and maintenance bays. A car elevator will
be constructed to transport vehicles to and
from the second-floor display mezzanine.

The W.E. O’Neil team assigned to the
BMW of Downtown Denver dealership are
project manager Brad Benefield, superin-
tendent Mark Holtmann, and project engi-
neers Beth Mikon and David Taylor. “This
job gives us a chance to expand our rela-
tionship with a great client and prove our
consistent service as an organization. I
look forward to providing Sonic Automotive
with another beautiful, customer oriented
dealership they’re proud of,” Brad stated.

Colorado Health Foundation Releases New Renderings of Proposed Headquarters
The Denver Colorado Health Foundation recently released
external renderings of its new headquarters to be located at 1780
Pennsylvania Street in the Uptown neighborhood of Denver.
Inspired by the building’s overall goal of creating a ‘health-positive’
environment for staff, partners and visitors, the renderings provide
a glimpse of the building’s external features.

The civic-oriented, mission-driven design allows greater interaction
and accessibility to partners, the community and to a wide array of
transportation options for staff and visitors. The location was
selected because of the centralized proximity in Denver and the
high health scores of the neighborhood.

The renderings showcase a three-story building with approximately
32,500 square feet, with direct access to outdoor areas via rooftop
decks and/or gardens. In addition, the design plans for 17,500
square feet of below-grade parking, visually appealing construction
materials and an inviting experience for pedestrians and local
residents in its efforts to conform to the neighborhood surrounding
the site. The design was crafted with specific project guiding
principles and health-positive building metrics in mind, including
natural ventilation and daylight.

Aerial and street view renderings illustrate the design by Davis
Partnership Architects. “The Colorado Health Foundation Board is
excited by this design that exemplifies the organization and its
vision,” said Dr. Donald Murphy, board chair of the Colorado Health
Foundation. “From the start we wanted a structure that spoke to
the Foundation’s work with partners to make Colorado the health-
iest state in the nation while creating a friendly, health-driven space

that integrates the organization’s efforts to be continuously learn-
ing about how well-being can be integrated into daily life. This
exterior design puts us on the track toward accomplishing those
goals.” Davis Partnership Architects threaded specific guiding
principles, co-developed by the Foundation, throughout the pro-
posed external design to inform the ‘health-positive’ approach.
These principles include two primary areas: A desire for mission-
alignment that draws from best practices and innovative
approaches for promoting employee and visitor health, and
secondly, the opportunity to educate and learn from the process
of developing a healthy workplace that focuses on stewardship,
sustainability and replication.

Saunders Construction will implement a job site wellness plan
throughout the building’s construction in support of their vision to
create a healthy work environment for all contractors. The plan
includes fresh fruit availability, healthy food vendors, bike lock-
ers, changing stations, wellness days, and exercise challenges.
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Stone | Masonry | Concrete | Plaster
Stucco | Marble | Granite | Stone Sales

Gerald R. Ford Ampitheater

The Arrabelle at Vail Square
4240 Architects

Shaw Construction

Integration Design Group
Haselden Construction

Hotel Jerome

The Housing Studio
Haselden Construction
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Halcyon – Cherry Creek Hotel Set to Open Spring 2016

A highly anticipated independent lifestyle
hotel is set to bring a new approach to vis-
iting Denver. BMC Investments and Sage
Hospitality look forward to inviting travelers
to a new experience, combining the ease
of Colorado lifestyle with the air and grace
of a great hotel.

The Halcyon Hotel, on N. Columbine St. in
Cherry Creek, is set to be a take on
modern luxury with a twist of staying at
your best friend’s welcoming home near
the Rocky Mountains. The 155-room hotel
will open spring 2016 along with a rooftop
bar, pool and two restaurants, one being
Sage Restaurant Group’s Departure
Restaurant + Lounge Cherry Creek, featur-
ing a modern-Asian selection.

“Halcyon will be not only an exciting place
to be for travelers, but with the culinary of-
ferings, roof top bar, pool and comfortable
atmosphere, we look forward to it being
a favorite place for locals as well,” said
Peter Karpinski, COO and co-founder of
Sage Restaurant Group. “It will be well
appointed, with subtle art, textiles and
amenities that make it more than a normal
hotel room.”

Set in the affluent neighborhood of Cherry
Creek North, with some of Denver’s best
shopping and dining, guests will enjoy cul-
tivated experiences by expert local adven-
turers. Guests will be able to borrow a bike
for the day to cruise down the Cherry
Creek Bike Path to local breweries, or hop

on a Vespa to catch a Rockies game or a
meeting downtown. Ski or snowboard
easily with a call to the front desk, who will
arrange a fitting for gear, or test out
Halcyon’s own custom-made options.

Guestrooms will offer an original blend of
well-wrought design and welcoming gravi-
tas, along with stylish simplicity and
textured comforts, they’ll evoke a sense of
staying in a friend’s home. Surprises
include charging ports for everything,
turntables with a selection of the classics,
and a variety of literature. Natural elements
and riffs on the American West add place
to the palate and warm light pours in from
oversized windows. Guests will enjoy
filtered still and sparkling water, craft
cocktail ingredients delivered by room
service, a place for coffee, a sizable safe
and a refrigerator for leftovers from some
of the best dining in Colorado.

Cherry Creek North is Denver’s premier
shopping and dining neighborhood with
more than 40 of the hottest places in town
to dine. Nearby to the high-end Cherry
Creek Mall, Denver Country Club, Denver
Tech Center and just minutes away from
downtown Denver, Halcyon’s location pro-
vides easy access for business travelers
and outdoor adventurers, even if the two
are one in the same. From morning yoga,
to big meetings, to happy hour on the
roof-top and fine dining on the strip, BMC
Investments and Sage Hospitality say that
this hotel will feel like home, only better!

CONSTRUCTION On the boards
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Historic Centennial Hall Reopens at Johnson & Wales University

After more than 30 years of being shut-
tered and $17 million in renovations, Cen-
tennial Hall in Denver – which is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places –
will be the new hub and heart of Johnson &
Wales University’s Denver Campus. JWU
worked with Architects Hord Coplan Macht
for the buildings’ unique design features
while Saunders Construction oversaw the
Founders Hall and Centennial Hall projects.

Centennial Hall, originally named Treat
Hall, was built in 1886 for the Colorado
Women’s College. In 2000, JWU pur-
chased the campus in the Park Hill neigh-
borhood, but the building remained
shuttered. The structure was renamed
Centennial Hall in 2014 as an homage to
Colorado, the Centennial State, and John-
son & Wales University’s centennial year.

The newly renovated Centennial Hall fea-
tures classrooms, a café, faculty and ad-
ministrative offices, and a great hall that
will be used for events and a learning lab-
oratory for students. Many of the original
finishes of Centennial Hall including the
grand staircase and doors have been pre-
served and/or repurposed to allow the
building’s grandeur to shine and flourish.

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates

“Centennial Hall has come full circle from
being an 'old main' building from 1886 to
being a 'new main' student hub today and
for future JWU students,” said Craig
Welsh, the project’s lead architect with
Hord Coplan Macht.

Along with the overhaul of the historic
building, JWU has also invested more than
$15 million to renovate Founders Hall –
built in 1929 – into a modern residence
hall. “Saunders Construction is so proud to
be of service to the Johnson &Wales’ cam-
pus projects over the years and we cer-
tainly congratulate the JWU team of
leaders for their extraordinary growth and
pursuit of excellence,” said Dick Saunders,
founder and chairman emeritus at Saun-
ders Construction.

To mark the momentous occasion, in Sep-
tember the university hosted a JWU-
Palooza festival featuring games, food and
a wildcat statue dedication with university
chancellor John Bowen and Denver Cam-
pus president Robin Krakowsky. “This is
truly an exciting time at Johnson & Wales
University and these projects demonstrate
our commitment to our students, Denver
and Colorado,” said president Krakowsky.

Shaw Construction Builds Hydroponic Greenhouse in Jackson, WY
Shaw Construction, a Denver-based construction company with
a division in Wyoming, called ShawWyoming, is currently building
a hydroponic greenhouse in downtown Jackson, Wyoming called
Vertical Harvest. The greenhouse will grow and sell fresh, locally
grown fruit and vegetables year-round including lettuce and
tomatoes. The three story building (seen in a rendering below)
will consist of 13,500-square-feet and will produce the equivalent
of five acres of produce in just one tenth of an acre.

Vertical Harvest will have a carousel system that allows the
three-story greenhouse to be efficient and sustainable. The
plants will move on the carousel through the greenhouse so each
plant gets an equal amount of natural light every day. Using a
system similar to a conveyor belt will save energy that would
typically be used on lighting the greenhouse. The carousel system
will also rotate plants so workers can transplant and harvest the
crops as needed.

In addition to selling its produce to restaurants, local grocery
stores and directly to consumers, Vertical Harvest will also donate
fresh produce to local institutions. Vertical Harvest will also
employ adults with developmental disabilities who may not
otherwise be employed. Vertical Harvest will be one of the only
vertical farms in the world and will be complete in 2016.
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Howell Construction Celebrates Ground Breaking of
Behavioral Analyst Certification Board’s (BACB) Regional Office

In September of 2015, Howell Construction
joined BACB, Project One Integrated
Services, and Humphries Poli Architects to
officially kick-off BACB’s new headquarters
located in Ken Caryl Business Park. The
project team participated in a ground
breaking ceremony to signify the official
start of this new, cutting-edge-design
building.

The BACB ground-up office building has
several unique features. The eco-friendly
design includes a 70 kW solar photovoltaic
system to be located on the roof and
adjoining car port structures. The three-
story building will be constructed on a
2-acre site and will include high-end
finishes. The exterior cladding will be a
combination of interlocking copper siding,

native Colorado red sandstone and exten-
sive glass to allow maximum views. As
a value-engineering strategy, Howell sug-
gested the design be altered to incorporate
storefront systems in lieu of a structural
curtain wall system, which yielded
significant savings to the building owner.

The first floor of BACB includes a fitness
center, locker rooms, call center and
reception area. The second floor is
dedicated to office space, including hard
wall offices with full-glass fronts. The third
floor consists of additional offices and a
large training center with an operable glass
wall that opens onto a spacious rooftop
terrace with spectacular views of the Ken
Caryl Valley Hogback and the surrounding
foothills.

Howell Construction are a locally owned,
general contracting firm in business since
1935 and provide construction manage-
ment, design build, and collaborative
construction services along Colorado’s
Front Range and surrounding states. How-
ell has a history of building in technically
intensive, high-risk environments where
the consequences of failure are high.

Metro State Aerospace Engineering Sciences Building Begins a Flight Into the Future

After a presentation on technology by
former astronaut Leroy Chiao, and a panel
discussion on diversity featuring heavy-
weights in Colorado’s aerospace industry,
Metropolitan State University of Denver
(MSU) officials broke ground on October 8
for the school’s new $39 million Aerospace
and Engineering Sciences Building.

This project will mark a return for GH
Phipps to the Auraria Campus, working on
a project that will help bolster the school’s
educational mission in partnership with
Colorado’s growing presence in the aero-
space industry.

The building, prominently sited on Auraria
Parkway, will house programs in the
aerospace sciences; civil, electrical and
mechanical engineering technology;
computer information systems and com-
puter science, and industrial design —
courses related to Colorado’s current push
to promote STEM education.

Before the actual groundbreaking by
school officials and guests, MSU President
Stephen Jordan announced that the build-

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates

ing will house the state’s only Institute for
Advanced Manufacturing, as well as a
“flexible” fourth floor that will include
equipment from advanced manufacturers.

The Aerospace building, designed by

Anderson Mason Dale Architects, is slated
to meet standards for LEED Gold
certification. Construction began in late
2015 and is expected finish in July 2017.
The Rendering below is courtesy of
Anderson Mason Dale Architects.
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Lake County High School Project In Leadville Wins Excellence In Construction Award

The Associated Builders and Contractors,
a premier construction association repre-
senting the merit shop construction indus-
try, awarded the Lake County High School
Renovation project the 2015 regional Ex-
cellence in Construction award for an insti-
tutional building between $10-$25 million.

The extensive renovations and addition
were built by Adolfson & Peterson Con-
struction (AP) and designed by H+LArchi-
tecture with the owner, Lake R-1 School
District. Working on an occupied campus
so the school could be open during the 15-
month construction project, the completed
school transformed community expecta-
tions of building sustainability as the first
LEED project in Leadville, Colorado.

A gala of hundreds of industry personnel
recognized numerous outstanding con-
struction projects completed this last year.
Lake County’s first place honor was given
by judges based on factors such as safety,
implementing innovations, and overcom-
ing challenges.

During the submittal review process,
ABC’s evaluation committee noted the
highly sustainability features of the project.
This project received an USGBC LEED
Gold certification in June 2015 and was
the first LEED certified building in
Leadville. The renovations and addition to
the existing Lake County High School cre-
ated a high-performing, 21st-century
learning environment for students while
reflecting Leadville’s natural environment
and history. The entire school is now out-
fitted with new technology, security cam-
era system, 65-inch LCD screens in each
classroom, and new furniture.

Situated at an elevation of 10,152 feet,
Leadville is the highest incorporated city
in the United States. With an average of
278 days annually with freezing tempera-
tures, extensive planning was taken by the

project team for the harsh seasonal condi-
tions. The project was completed during
a winter with so much snow the school
district canceled school for a snow day for
only the second time in 100 years.

The project encompassed three separate
additions that nearly doubled the size of
the school. A 50,000sqft. classroom addi-
tion – a double stacked wing – includes
up-to-date science labs and wireless con-
nection throughout, making every area a
learning environment. Two small additions
to an administrative area and around a
stairway completed the 114,000 total
square footage of the new school.

“A&P is a community builder. We were
able to bring more than $1.28 million back
into the local Leadville community,” said
Tom Horsting, A&P Senior Vice President.
The project team led twice a month site
tours for community members complete
with brief site safety training and the
proper PPE. These tours included detailed
descriptions of construction, design,
progress, and materials used, as well as
high-level budget updates of how their tax
dollars were being spent.

Arrupe Jesuit High School Embraces the Future with Enlarged, Modernized Facility

Arrupe Jesuit High School, a Roman Catholic college preparatory high
school serving economically disadvantaged students, recently celebrated
the opening of its enlarged and modernized facility. The RMH Group
(RMH) served as the project’s mechanical/electrical engineer, and
Portland, Oregon-based Soderstrom Architects served as the project’s
architect and prime design consultant.

The centerpiece of the project is a new three-story, 17,500-square-foot
addition housing seven technology-enhanced classrooms, a new kitchen
and cafeteria, a student activities room, admissions and counseling of-
fices, an athletic office and a student fitness room. The renovation portion
of the project features a new student chapel, three new classrooms,
expanded faculty offices, a new Corporate Work Study Program
Commons delivering upgraded office and work space for staff, a mock
office training area and a muster room.

As the project’s mechanical engineer, RMH designed an energy-efficient
HVAC system that can move surplus heat around the building to where
it is needed. The RMH-designed lighting system further reduces energy
consumption with efficient lamps/fixtures and occupancy sensors to
automatically turn off lights when no occupants are detected.

“Arrupe Jesuit High School should be commended for its mission to
deliver a challenging, innovative and affordable college preparatory
education to economically disadvantaged students,” said Jeff Elsner, P.E.,
RMH mechanical engineer and project manager for the project. “The
building expansion and upgrades will help serve the school’s growing
student population with additional space and a more modern learning
environment.”

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates
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Pinkard Construction To Build Sunny Vista Living Center’s
New Assisted Living and Memory Care Community

Construction Manager/General Contractor Pinkard Construction
Company has been awarded the construction of Sunny Vista Liv-
ing Center’s new assisted living and memory care community.
Sunny Vista Living Center has been serving the needs of
seniors for over 100 years. They offer skilled nursing and
physical, occupational and speech language therapy, catered to
the individual, with comprehensive, high quality services, in a
safe and supportive environment.

The new, $10.5 million building, designed by Lantz-Boggio
Architects and Interior Designers, will be two stories containing
66 units over 55,000 square feet. It will feature a therapy gym,
full kitchen and dining room and secure courtyard. Christian
Living Services, an innovative and comprehensive resource for
planning, developing and managing senior living communities
will provide management and operation services.

The site is across the street from Sunny Vista Living Center’s current
skilled nursing community, constructed by Pinkard in 2012. The
new building will be built on the site of their original building which
operated from 1911 until 2012. Construction is set to start in spring
2016 following demolition.

Formed in 1962, Colorado-based Pinkard Construction Company,
is a family and employee-owned CM/GC in business in the Colorado
Front Range, and with 25 senior living projects in the past ten
years is considered the leader in Colorado senior living construction.
Working closely with seniors, owners, and architects their goal is
find the best ways to provide for the comfort, safety and convenience
so necessary to senior environments.

Cator, Ruma & Associates Announces
Merger with Boise-Based Engineering
Incorporated
Engineering firm Cator, Ruma & Associates, of Lakewood an-
nounced the merger of their firm with Boise-based Engineering
Incorporated as of January 1, 2016. “We are extremely excited
as we begin this endeavor to bring Engineering Inc. under the
wing of Cator, Ruma & Associates. This decision is a result of
our successful teamwork on recent projects, and the natural
synergy of both our firm’s cultures and values,” stated Cator,
Ruma President Jim Lazzeri. “Our firms already shared
a common mission to provide our clients with the very best
in engineering consulting services—this merger will position
us to serve our clients with a deeper focus and higher level
of commitment.”

“Engineering Incorporated has always embraced a firm com-
mitment to our clients and will continue to provide our high level
of service,” stated Mike Wisdom, Owner of Engineering Incor-
porated for the past 25 years. “We are excited to become a part
of Cator, Ruma & Associates—the joining of our firms will allow
us to strengthen our ability to provide excellent service to the
local community, expand services, and most of all, become
even more responsive and supportive of our valued clients.”

The integration of Engineering Incorporated into Cator, Ruma &
Associates will benefit the existing client base of both firms via
increased geographic reach, expanded services, and breadth
and depth of engineering talent and expertise.

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates
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Colorado Springs RTA Architects Receives AIA Citation Award
for Excellence in Design of Ignacio Elementary School

RTA Architects received a 2015 AIA Citation Award from the
Colorado Chapter of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) for
the addition and renovation of Ignacio Elementary School. The
award was presented on October 15th, 2015 at the AIA Colorado
Design Conference in Keystone. Ignacio Elementary was recently
certified LEED Gold by the U.S. Green Building Council. Stuart

Coppedge, RTA’s Principal in Charge said, “Working with the
Ignacio School District as part of Ignacio’s journey to become a
vibrant, well-educated, tri-cultural community has been deeply
satisfying for everyone on the RTA team. We are thrilled to accept
this award on behalf of the entire Ignacio community.”

Apartment-Style Living Opens at
Colorado Christian University

Yetter Hall marks the first new residence hall to be built at CCU
since completion of the campus master plan and housing study in
2012. It was the second building recommended by the master
plan, developed by Davis Partnership, and was dedicated on
August 19, 2015; just one year after construction began.

The new residence hall boasts 53 apartment-style units contain-
ing 300-beds, hallways infused with commons areas for study
and socializing, basement storage for students, and outdoor
greenspace. The new building embraces the exterior materials,
massing, and architectural vocabularies set forth by the earlier
Leprino Hall, also designed Davis Partnership, while adding
unique design elements and character that sets it apart as a
21st century residence hall.

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates

Renovation Gives Adams State’s
Richardson Hall a New Life

Adams State University in Alamosa marked the grand opening of
Richardson Hall after a $16.9 million renovation that included a
top to bottom, inside-out remaking of a building constructed in
1925 as the first structure on what was then named the Adams
State Normal School. Architect on the design-build project was
OZ Architecture.

Richardson Hall is now the school’s main administration building,
with more than 10,000 additional square feet carved out of the
previously unused third-floor attic. This was a thorough redo: new
HVAC, electrical, plumbing, network cable, 225 windows, insula-
tion, roof, auditorium renovation, new interior finishes and furnish-
ings – all while leaving historic details intact. Repairs were made
to the façade, whose bricks were in such precarious shape that
the school had installed overhangs to protect passers-by. Adams
State President, Beverlee J. McClure said, “We’re confident this
90-year-old structure will continue to serve the university and the
community for another century.”
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GH Phipps and Hord Coplan Macht Mark Completion
of CSU-Pueblo General Classroom Building

In September Colorado State University-
Pueblo celebrated the opening of its new
General Classroom Building, the first new
classroom building on campus in decades.
The ribbon-cutting ceremony attracted
state, local and university officials, as well
as students who will take advantage of the
forward-thinking technology available in
the new building.

Designed byArchitects Hord Coplan Macht
and built by GH Phipps, the 39,000-
square-foot building includes nine class-
rooms, faculty offices, meeting rooms, two
large tiered lecture classrooms, collabora-
tive learning labs, public spaces, and a
coffee lounge with plazas oriented to
maximize views of the mountains.

The classroom building is sited on the west
campus grounds, near the Chemistry
Building and Library/Academic Resources
Center (LARC). The project also created
the beginnings of a new west pedestrian
spine that runs parallel to the campus ex-
isting main thoroughfare. Wember Inc.
served as owner’s representative on the
building, which officials lauded for being
“on time and under budget” at $12.8M.

The building is designed to accommodate
the latest technology for in-classroom and
distance learning. It includes one large lec-
ture classroom that seats 135 students
while incorporating distance learning tech-
nology. The technology includes a video
camera that tracks the movements of the
lecturer for constant visibility to distant
learners. In addition, a large monitor is po-
sitioned for the lecturer to see who they are
teaching to remotely. Each lecture class-
room has been designed to accommodate
small group active learning in addition to
lecture style learning, with one classroom
designed specifically to optimize small
group active learning. This classroom in-
cludes six round tables that seat up to eight
students at each table with a dedicated

laptop wired to a dedicated wall-mounted
TV monitor. This design allows groups to
present projects to the entire class, with
each table projecting screens simultane-
ously. The active classroom was included
in the overall program in order to instruct
future teachers about new and innovative
teaching methodologies.

The project is projected to earn LEED Plat-
inum certification based on the combina-
tion of its sustainable design and the
University’s existing on-site photovoltaic
renewable energy. In 2008, the University
dedicated a 1.2 MW on campus solar
array, which serves to offset 10 percent of
the General Classroom Building’s annual
energy cost in addition to offsetting many
other campus electrical costs. This 10 per-
cent offset is projected to earn the project
eight points under LEED 2009 for New
Construction and Major Renovation
Energy and Atmosphere credit 2: On-Site
Renewable energy. The eight points the
team is projecting to earn in this category is
10 percent of the total 80 points needed for
Platinum Certification, illustrating the
impact of the University’s commitment to
renewable energy and sustainable design.

Emily Griffith Technical College Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

On August 19th, Denver Public Schools held a ribbon cutting
ceremony for the new Emily Griffith Technical College at 1205
Osage Street in Denver. Designed by Larson Incitti Architects of
Denver, the project was constructed by Roche Constructors, Inc.

The scope of the project involved renovating an existing 50,000-
square-foot, two-story warehouse and office. Work included the
demolition and complete interior build-out including new walls,
flooring, ceilings, and mechanical and electrical systems for
new trade classroom spaces. Exterior improvements included a
parking lot, site lighting, and landscaping.

The new state-of-the-art campus offers eight, highly-technical
career certificates, which includes automotive collision repair,
automotive service, building trades technology, computer-aided
drafting-building information modeling (CAD/BIM), custodial
maintenance, heating/ventilation/air conditioning and refrigera-
tion, water quality management, and welding.

Additional programs include blacksmithing, clock and jewelry
repair, furniture and auto upholstery, and welding for artists.

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates
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GH Phipps, Ascent Living Communities Break
Ground On The Village at Belmar

After three years of intensive planning, in
September, GH Phipps Construction Com-
panies and Ascent Living Communities
and were pleased to announce the ground-
breaking for The Village at Belmar, an
innovative senior living campus located at
7825 W. Alameda Avenue, in Lakewood.

The nine-acre walkable campus will

include over 60 active adult/independent
living residences in a quad-plex design
with a private elevator to the second floor
units, 72 assisted living suites, and 24
memory care suites. In addition to the
senior living offerings, a 1.3-acre pad along
the West AlamedaAvenue frontage road is
being explored for compatible uses for
campus residents.

“Our core values encompass stewardship,
innovation, continuous improvement, a
grassroots approach to operations, and
becoming the envy of the market,” said
Phil Shapiro, Ascent Living Communities
Co-Founder and a 28-year veteran of the
senior living field. “We aim to ensure that
our community designs focus on safety,
security, comfort and a commitment to
improving our residents’ quality of life.”

GH Phipps President Kurt Klanderud said
that “as both an investor and general
contractor on this important project, we are
excited about the role that The Village at
Belmar will play in the community. The
concept for this project is designed to
serve a growing sector of our residents,
with the amenities that they both want and
deserve.”

“The Village at Belmar will offer residents
an incredible variety of senior living envi-
ronments combined with an emphasis on
outdoor landscaped recreation and social
interaction, all situated in a stellar location
that offers an abundance of shopping and
healthcare services,” Shapiro said of the
190,000-square-foot project. “This is a rare
combination in the greater Denver metro-
politan market.”

Happy DPS Officials and Happy Kids Celebrate the Opening of Joe Shoemaker School
In August City officials, Denver Board of Education members and
administrators, students and a large contingent of the Shoemaker
family celebrated the official opening of the new Joe Shoemaker
Elementary School. The event was held in the gymnasium, which,
like every other room in the school, is full of natural light because
of the many windows that are part of the design by AndersonMa-
sonDale Architects.

“This is an extraordinary facility built for extraordinary students,”
said DPS Superintendent Tom Boasberg, who hailed the long-
time environmentalist and former state legislator representing that
part of the city as a “person who dreamed and dreamed big.”
Formerly known as Hampden Heights ECE-5 School, the 80,000-
square-foot building at 3333 S. Havana Street in southeast
Denver is designed in a series of “pods,” classrooms clustered
so that programs for early childhood education students and for
elementary school-age students are separated by a gymnasium,
as well as by courtyards for play and learning. The school was
funded by Denver voters through the 2012 Bond.

The $19.7 million school will follow a program educators are call-
ing the Expeditionary School, where learning takes place outside
the classroom as well as within – including the adjacent open
space. The building also includes a library, offices, a music room
that backs up to a performance platform and cafetorium, parking
lot and the extensive sitework needed to address the creek and
open space. A roof deck will allow students to work on a roof
garden, and several learning spaces are available for flexibility
as the school grows. Future expansion can occur to the south.

CONSTRUCTION Project Updates
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Davis Partnership announces
new Architectural appointments

Ambient Energy congratulates Clayton Bartczak and Christopher Morales
who were both recently promoted within the growing firm. Clayton Bartczak,
first joined Ambient Energy in 2010 as a Sustainability Consultant and has
since been promoted to Sustainability Team Leader and Project Manager.
After a little over a year with Ambient Energy, Morales, has been promoted
from a Commissioning Engineer to Commissioning Project Manager.

Bartzcak (left top) is a graduate of Colorado State University with a Master’s
in Construction Management. He is also a published author having con-
tributed to the MIT Press publication on an article entitled Constructing
Green: The Social Structures of Sustainability. When asked about his up-
coming contributions to the firm in his new position, Bartzcak said, “I’m look-
ing forward to implementing several strategies that will help our team serve
our clients and project teamsmore efficiently and effectively. I’m also excited
about working onAmbient Energy’s first Living Building Challenge andWELL
Building projects.”

Morales (lower left) is a graduate of the University of Colorado Denver in
Mechanical Engineering and is a licensed Professional Engineer. When
asked about his promotion, Morales commented, “My primary goal over the
next year is to help Ambient Energy continue to improve our new construc-
tion commissioning processes and to develop and grow our existing building
services by further applying my engineering knowledge and background.”

24:72 Colorado CONSTRUCTION & Design

Ambient Energy - Promotions

Carley Fazzone and Curtis Simmons have
joined Davis Partnership Architects as Architect
Intern and Senior Architect. They will assist in
the development of design and construction
documents for commercial, multi-family, health-
care, and higher education projects.

Carley brings more than 12 years’ experience
as a collaborative team leader on a diverse
range of projects. She joins Davis Partnership
as an architect intern and is experienced in
commercial, hospitality, multi-family and mixed-
use developments throughout the Rocky Moun-
tains. Carley received her B.Arts from Wheaton
College and M.Arch from University of Pennsyl-
vania. She will be assisting the commercial
practice group on several projects.

Curtis is a senior architect joining our healthcare
practice group. He recently relocated from
Kansas City, where he worked at several well-
known architectural firms. Curtis has a B.Arch
from Kansas State and an M.Arch from UCLA.
He is very familiar with complex and large proj-
ects, having spent the last two years working on
the Atlanta Falcons Stadium.

Brad Rettig joins Hyder Construction as a Busi-
ness Development Manager. He has been in
the real estate and construction industry for 13
years and is a member of NAIOP’s Developing
Leaders program and the Young Alumni board
for the CU Real Estate Center. He has a Bach-
elor of Communications degree from CU Boul-
der. Previously, Rettig was with Swinerton
Builders.

Keller NorthAmerica, a division of the Keller Group Plc, has appointed Bryan
Schertz to the position of Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) Director.

Schertz has been a leading force in Hayward Baker’s and then Keller NA’s
safety initiatives. He has 25 years of experience in construction, consulting,
industrial hygiene and safety management, and is a Certified Safety Profes-
sional (CSP). Schertz was instrumental in developing and implementing
safety goals andprinciples as the Safety Director for Hayward Baker. In his
new role, Schertz will oversee, manage and implement Keller's corporate
Environmental, Health & Safety plan ‘Think Safe’ to ensure the safe working
practices of over 3,900 employees continent-wide.

On September 28, 2015, Will Brown stepped into the role of Safety Director
for Hayward Baker Inc. Brown holds a Master of Science degree in safety
and health fromMarshall University, is a Certified Safety Professional (CSP),
and has 20 years of safety management experience. Brown’s prior experi-
ence includes two years as a Senior Loss Control Consultant and 18 years
in general construction,most recently as a safetymanager in theWashington
D.C. metro area.

Commenting on both appointments, John Rubright, managing director for
Keller NA stated, “We are pleased to welcome Bryan and Will to these im-
portant posts. The employees of Keller NorthAmerica are proud of our Think
Safe program, and we have made great strides in recent years.”

After working in the A/E/C industry for the past eight years for construction
publishing, engineering and architecture firms, JulieWanzer, LEEDAP, formed
BusinessRewritten, amarketing consulting firmwith anA/E/C focus. The firm's
mission is to increase the market value of companies through targeted writing
and marketing communications strategies. Ms. Wanzer most recently served
as the Marketing and Business Development Specialist for gkkworks and
also worked for McGraw-Hill Construction (nowDodgeData &Analytics), with
numerous published articles and data reports about theA/E/C market.

Multidisciplinary architecture and engineering firm Page, announced that
Mary Morissette, FAIA, LEEDAP, a long-time Colorado resident, has joined
the firm’s leadership team as a principal. As a senior leader in the Denver
office, Mary is responsible for operational management, quality control, staff
development, strategic planning, and implementation of best practices. She
also will play an active role in business development and marketing.

Keller North America - New appointments

New in Denver - Business Rewritten

Mary Morissette joins Page

Brad Rettig joins
Hyder Construction

PEOPLE News
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Kumar &Associates welcomes Riley Houston, an Environmental Scientist
with just under 4 years of professional experience. He has completed mul-
tiple Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments (ESA)
throughout Colorado. Houston’s Denver area Phase I and Phase II ESA
projects include operational gas and automobile maintenance facilities,
machine shops, retail shopping malls, storage facilities, light industrial fa-
cilities and numerous commercial properties. Houston is proficient in soil,
groundwater, and soil vapor sampling and is a certified Asbestos Building
Inspector, and has a B.S. in Environmental Studies and a B.A. in Anthro-
pology from the University of Cincinnati.
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Kumar & Associates welcomes Riley Houston to Denver office

People News

In December Mortenson Construction an-
nounced the addition of several new team mem-
bers who bring valuable knowledge and
experience to further develop the capabilities of
its infrastructure group. The Denver Infrastruc-
ture Group offers capabilities including earth-
work, utilities, urban drainage, and concrete
paving to customers and partners in the Rocky
Mountain region.

Josh Williams (above), construction executive,
and Max Brandt, business development man-
ager, join the Denver Office from Mortenson’s
Minneapolis office. Williams brings additional
support and focus to manage the team, while
Brandt enhances the project development ef-
forts. The team also includes Brent Sampson,
senior project manager, Bruce Spott and Brian
Nelson, superintendents, and Sean O’Grady,
project engineer.

Currently, the group is leading the infrastructure
construction for Sterling Ranch, a 3,400-acre
development in Douglas County, continuing
work on the RTD Iliff Transit Oriented Develop-
ment Station in Aurora and performing earth-
work utilities, and drainage work for Denver
Water’s Operation Complex. “Leveraging 14
years of civil and infrastructure experience in
the Front Range, our infrastructure business
is growing and brings added value to our
customers and partners” said Maja Rosenquist,
vice president and general manager for the
group. “Mortenson is pleased to enhance our
Denver office with the growth of this team,”
she concluded.

Jeff Schwiethale, P.E., was recently appointed as a vice president of The
RMH Group (RMH) in Lakewood. In addition to being an RMH vice pres-
ident, Schwiethale serves as RMH’s Healthcare Group Manager. In this
role, Schwiethale oversees a specialized team of engineers and designers
dedicated to healthcare projects for such clients as Banner Health, Cen-
tura Health, Children’s Hospital Colorado, HealthONE, Kaiser Perma-
nente, SCL Health, and University of Colorado Health. “Jeff has been key
to establishing RMH as a regional leader in healthcare design projects,”
said Bill Green, president of The RMH Group. “With his depth of knowl-
edge in healthcare design and his many close client relationships, Jeff
will lead RMH to be a major player in the healthcare market.”

Swanson Rink has expanded its expertise in Fire Protection Engineering
to include code analysis, design for fire sprinklers, fire detection/alarm
systems and smoke control systems, fire modeling, egress modeling, and
hazardous material analysis.
Swanson Rink has hired Simon Xie, a licensed professional engineer, to
lead the Fire Protection Engineering Department. Mr. Xie graduated from
Worcester Polytechnic Institute with a M.S. in Fire Protection Engineering
and a B.S. in Civil/Structural Engineering. He has five years of experience
and has worked in a variety of building types including high rise office,
university, lab and retail.

CTL Thompson welcomes James Kellogg back to the firm as a project
manager for the Glenwood Springs office, bringing nearly 20 years of
experience in geotechnical and water resource engineering to the role.

Kellogg’s expertise in water resource management and engineering, as
well as his strong professional contacts, will enable CTL to grow both its
Glenwood Springs office and expanded areas of business. “Hiring James
is pivotal in advancing our strategies to transition the leadership of the
firm to younger generations and grow our current offices,” said CTL
Thompson President Stuart Thompson. “His experience finding solutions
to one of Colorado’s most pressing issues, water, is invaluable.

McWhinney is pleased to announce the addition of David Johnstone as Chief Investment Officer – Hospitality.
McWhinney is an experienced Colorado-based real estate investment, management and development company
responsible for office, residential, hospitality, industrial and retail projects primarily in Colorado and California.

As Chief Investment Officer – Hospitality, Johnstone is responsible for McWhinney’s hospitality-focused develop-
ment strategy and leading a team focused in this area. With more than 35 years in hospitality real estate, John-
stone’s extensive experience includes acquisitions, developments, asset management and dispositions. Prior to
joining McWhinney, Johnstone served as Managing Principal and Chief Investment Officer – Hotels of Miller
Global Properties, LLC; Vice President, Development for the Asia/Pacific region for Marriott International/The
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company; and Executive Vice President of Sage Hospitality, among other senior positions.

Jeff Schwiethale Appointed as
RMH Group Vice President

Swanson Rink Expands Fire Protection/Life
Safety Engineering Expertis

James Kellogg brings expertise in water
resource management, engineering

McWhinney Announces
David Johnstone as Chief Investment Officer – Hospitality

Mortenson Grows
Infrastructure Team in Denver
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People News

Concepts in Millwork Welcomes
New Hires and Announces Promotions

Concepts in Millwork is proud of their team as they take on new roles and re-
sponsibilities. They also welcome new teammates as their business contin-
ues to thrive.

James Zellner has been with Concepts for over 15 years. He moved from
project management into engineering and is now back working in a project
management role. Concepts welcomes Matt Krey as a Project Manager. He
is new to Concepts but has been in the millwork field for over 36 years. Con-
gratulations to Cassandra Barrett for her promotion to Project Manager. She
has been with Concepts for over 7 years and in the industry for 12 years.

Matt Ewing, who recently celebrated his 5th year with Concepts, is being
promoted from millwork to engineering. Concepts welcomes Sheila Downing
as a Project Coordinator. She has been in the construction industry for 15
years. Congratulations to Melisa Scherer on her promotion to Sr. Project Co-
ordinator. She has been with Concepts for over 3 years and in the industry
for 6 years. Sherri Lindsey, who will be celebrating her 5th year with Con-
cepts, has been promoted to VP, Sales and Marketing.

Kumar &Associates welcomes Bill Polivka, a Sen-
ior Project Geologist/Environmental Scientist with
37 years of real estate, oil and gas, and mining ex-
perience, including 25 years of environmental con-
sulting practice. He has an extensive knowledge
of the Colorado Brownfield Redevelopment/Volun-
tary Cleanup Program (VCUP) specializing in
urban land redevelopment and risk-based regula-
tory closure.

Polivka manages multi-disciplinary projects from
Phase I Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs);
subsurface investigations assessing the nature
and extent of environmental impact; VCUP Appli-
cation management; coordinating environmental
remediation with site development; and coordinat-
ing interactions with regulatory agencies for proj-
ect closure. He has a B.S. in Geology from
Colorado State from University.

Polivka moves to Kumar & Associates
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WWith Forbes ranking Denver number six in Amer-
ica’s Fastest Growing Cities in 2015, the demand
for housing and other amenities has increased

with 3,973 residential units under construction or planned
for development in Downtown Denver according to the
2015 State of Downtown Denver Report. 

One such team, a joint venture between general contrac-
tors Batson-Cook Construction and Swinerton Builders, 
is not wasting any time adapting their project delivery 
approach for their latest downtown residential project, 
Skyhouse Denver. This 26-story, cast-in-place luxury 
apartment building at 18th and Broadway, features 354
apartments, 460 structured parking spaces and 6,900
square feet of ground-level retail, all to be completed on an
18-month timeline from start to finish.

When asked how this project is being built so quickly and
in some cases faster than other projects that broke ground
at the same time back in February 2015, Project Manager
for Swinerton, Adam Lulay, LEED AP BD+C comments,
“We have been fortunate enough to work with a strong
owner group [Novare], who advocated a lean construction
approach from the onset of design and throughout 
construction. Through this approach, we have been able to
create and maintain a high level of efficiency and accuracy
in our production.”

Lean construction is attributed back to the 1990’s when
Glenn Ballard and Greg Howell began linking lean manu-
facturing principles to construction. The Associated General
Contractors of America defines lean construction as “the
holistic pursuit of continuous improvements aimed at mini-

Skyhouse Denver is Lean
from Start to Finish
Although the construction industry is historically slower to adopt new ideas and
methodologies, present competitive market conditions are forcing contractors to find
ways to complete projects faster and at a lower cost for owners.
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by Julie Wanzer, LEED AP
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Skyhouse Denver - continued

Pre-fabricated plumbing fixtures make work go more quickly in lean construction processes.

mizing costs and maximizing value on
a construction project affecting plan-
ning, design, construction, activation,
operations, maintenance, salvaging
and recycling.” AGC even has a dedi-
cated Lean Construction Education
Program and certification (CM-LC).

As with any methodology, understand-
ing its principles and actually applying
them are two very different scenarios,
but one in which the Novare, Batson-
Cook and Swinerton team has capital-
ized on for Skyhouse Denver. The
development group which includes
Novare Group, Simpson Housing and
Batson-Cook Development Company,
has been honing these lean construc-
tion practices throughout the U.S. with
its Skyhouse branded apartment
communities. Denver is the thirteenth
Skyhouse development with Small-
wood, Reynolds, Stewart, Stewart &
Associates, Inc. as the architect and
major sub-contractors including Con-
crete FrameAssociates, Duro Electric,
and AMI Mechanical on board.

As with any construction project no
matter how efficient the process, the
Skyhouse Denver project presented
some challenges to the team. Sky-
house Denver sits on a tight urban site
on Block 003-B, with Lincoln Street to
the east, East 18th Avenue to the
north, and Broadway on the west. This
former surface parking lot was once
the home to both the Cosmopolitan
Hotel and the Hotel Metropole before
they were demolished in 1984. When
the project team broke ground in
February 2015, the original plan was
to excavate five feet below grade for
foundation installation. During the
excavation process, massive amounts
of debris and structural components
from the former hotels were found
underneath the parking lot. This situa-
tion caused the team to have to
remove soil and debris to about 25
feet below grade so that caissons
could be poured and to import nearly
15,000 cubic yards of material. This
unforeseen issue pushed the
construction schedule back two
months but highlighted the importance
of lean construction.
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Pre-fabricated HVAC fixtures make work go more quickly in lean construction processes.

The project team was able to make up
for these schedule delays by continu-
ing lean construction principles estab-
lished during preconstruction.
Currently, the construction team is op-
erating on an average three-day pour
cycle per floor for typical floors #4 –
22. The construction activities operate
on an assembly line basis with three
separate slab pours per floor, setting
the rebar and vertical columns. There
was a bit of a learning curve in the
beginning, but by the 7th floor the
structural team was able to achieve
and maintain a three-day turnaround
per floor through the 21st floor. That’s
a pour a day for two months straight,
with daily activities dialed in by 15
minute intervals.

The restricted urban site forced the
team to operate on a just-in-time
delivery with little to no storage on-site.
The major trades have been assem-
bling off-site and coordinating deliver-
ies on a per floor basis. AMI
Mechanical, the plumbing and HVAC
contractor, fabricated the entire drain,
waste and vent system off site, with
over 15,000 spool sheets for this sys-
tem alone. Other pre-fabricated items
include, domestic water, mechanical
closets, welded gas mains, all hanger
systems, all duct work, shower valve
assemblies, and outdoor condenser
stands. AMI had to maintain and coor-
dinate their production schedule with
that of entire team to fit the four days a
floor build schedule for 26 floors.

With the majority of the building com-
ponents assembled off-site, quality
control becomes paramount in order to
reduce waste and seek perfection in
the building process which are part of
the lean construction process. The
Batson-Cook and Swinerton team
managed the quality control process in
the following ways......

“The construction
team is operating
on an average
three-day pour
cycle per floor.”
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Skyhouse Denver - continued

The Project Managers reflect upon the success of an amazing project next to the soon to completed
swimming pool atop the new building.

1: It is ensured each trade has their
own Quality Control Manager to pro-
vide initial quality checks of systems
before they are installed.

2: A QR Code Application Check
in/Check Out System is on every floor
where tradesmen must check in and
check out to capture real-time informa-
tion for construction activities. This
Batson-Cook system maintains the
construction schedule and initiates the
coordination of punch lists.

3: Third-party Quality Control team
was hired by the owner that has been
onsite about twice a month measuring
building components with a ruler to en-
sure standardized measurements and
to help catch any issues early on.

Another concern for the project team
included the acute labor shortages
that have been affecting many
construction projects throughout
Colorado. Pete Martin, Senior Project
Manager at Batson-Cook, com-
mented, “The lean construction
process has allowed us to obtain input
and buy-in from our subcontractors
early on in the process from pull-plan
meetings. We are able to identify the
number of tradesmen needed and
allocate our resources appropriately
with lump sum contracts with our
trades.” The construction team also
offered upfront training for the subs on
lean construction concepts and has
supported these principles on a daily
and weekly basis to maintain the
aggressive project schedule.

Despite aggressive current market
conditions, unforeseen site issues,
building on a tight urban site, and labor
shortages, the Skyhouse Denver proj-
ect topped out on December 3, 2015
and is set to meet their 18-month
schedule deadline with the ribbon
cutting to take place in August 2016.
Lean construction has attributed to
achieving their project milestones
demonstrating that even construction
companies can adapt in order to earn
higher Return on Investments.
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Swinerton Project Manager Adam Lulay shows us how the use of QR Codes can help the
project teams become more efficient in daily activities.

“We have been fortunate to
work with an owner group
who advocated a lean
construction approach
from the onset.” Adam Lulay, Swinerton
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Construction & Design World News

WORLD BUILDING OF THE YEAR 2015

The Interlace, a vertical village in Singapore, has been crowned World
Building of the Year 2015 at the World Architecture Festival. The residential
development, designed by OMA/Buro Ole Scheeren, is a radically new
approach to contemporary living in a tropical environment.

The Interlace is one of the most ambitious residential developments in
Singapore’s history, generating an intricate network of living and social
spaces intertwined with the natural environment. Instead of following the
default typology of housing in the region – clusters of isolated towers – the
vertical is turned horizontal, with 31 apartment blocks, each six stories tall
and 70 meters long. Stacked in hexagonal arrangements around eight
large-scale open permeable courtyards, the scheme creates a network of
internal and external environments that create a multitude of shared and
private outdoor spaces on multiple levels.

World Architecture Festival Director Paul Finch praised the project, saying
“The Interlace is blazing a trail with an example of bold, contemporary
architectural thinking. The project presents an alternative way of thinking
about developments which might otherwise become generic tower clusters.”

The Interlace is now the eighth project to claim the illustrious title of World
Building of the Year, since its inception at the annual World Architecture
Festival in 2008. The home project win marks the culmination of the
Festival’s four-year run in Singapore, before it moves to Berlin in 2016.
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Designing an international airport?
Building a hotel in Dubai?

If your Colorado company is doing business
internationally, tell us about it. Your project will be
considered for inclusion in our Summer 2016 feature,
“Global construction report - Colorado
companies doing business internationally.”

Send your story and project
photos or renderings to:
ConstructionNews@CCDMag.com
with the key word GLOBAL
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AIA Colorado 
Honor Award for Built Architecture
Southeast Wyoming Welcome Center 
(Cheyenne, WY)
Architect: Anderson Mason Dale Architects 
(Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Honor Award for Built Architecture
AIA Denver 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
Colorado Outward Bound Micro Cabins 
(Leadville, CO)
Architect: University of Colorado Denver’s 
Colorado Building Workshop (Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Merit Award for Built Architecture
AIA Western Mountain Region 
Honor Award for Distinguished Building
Aspen Art Museum (Aspen, CO)
Architect of Record: CCY Architects (Basalt) 
Designed by: Shigeru Ban Architects America 
(New York)

AIA Colorado 
Merit Award for Interior Architecture
AIA Denver 
Citation Award for Interior Architecture
Gensler Office (Denver, CO)
Architect: Gensler (Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Merit Award for Built Architecture
Colorado State Capitol Dome Restoration 
(Denver, CO)
Architects: Humphries Poli Architects (Denver) 
and Quinn Evans Architects (Washington, DC)

AIA Colorado 
Merit Award for Built Architecture
Denver Union Station and The Crawford 
Hotel (Denver, CO)
Architects: Tryba Architects (Denver) and 
Johnson Nathan Strohe (Denver, formerly JG 
Johnson Architects)

AIA Colorado 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
AIA Denver 
Merit Award for Built Architecture – 
Government / Public Building
Southeast Metro Stormwater Authority 
(Centennial, CO)
Architects: Applebaum Architects LLC 
(Denver) and Pendentive, LLC (Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
The Source (Denver, CO)
Architects: Dynia Architects 
(Denver / Jackson) and Barker Rinker Seacat 
Architecture (Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Citation Award for Unbuilt Architecture
Guggenheim Helsinki (Helsinki, Finland)
Architect: Independent Architecture (Denver)

AIA COLORADO LOCAL SECTION
2015 Design Award Winners

&
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Please join us in 
m
sections. Here is the 2015 award-winning design work from the 
community! 

A
C
A
C
Retail / Showroom
Studio Como (Denver, CO)
A

A
H
A
H
A
C
C
A

A
C
C
(Stapleton, CO)
A
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Please join us in celebrating the extraordinary work and contributions made by 
members of the Colorado Chapter of The American Institute of Architects and its local 
sections. Here is the 2015 award-winning design work from the Colorado architecture 
community! 

AIA Colorado 
Citation Award for Interior Architecture
AIA Denver 
Citation Award for Interior Architecture – 
Retail / Showroom
Studio Como (Denver, CO)
Architect: LIVstudio (Denver)

AIA Colorado 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
History Colorado Center (Denver, CO)
Architect: Tryba Architects (Denver)

AIA Colorado North 
Honor Award for Commercial
AIA Western Mountain Region 
Honor Award for Distinguished Building
Pearl Izumi (Louisville, CO)
Architects: Arch11, Inc. (Boulder) and 
ZGF Architects LLP (Portland)

AIA Colorado North 
Honor Award for Residential Large
AIA Colorado West 
Honor Award for Residential
AIA Western Mountain Region 
Citation Award for Distinguished Building
Cottage Black (Aspen, CO)
Architect: Studio B Architects (Boulder/Aspen)

AIA Colorado North 
Merit Award for Residential Small 
Ranch Remodel (Boulder, CO)
Architect: renée del gaudio architecture 
(Boulder)

AIA Colorado North 
Citation Award for Residential Large 
North Point (San Francisco, CA)
Architect: Mosaic Architects + Interiors 
(Boulder)

AIA Colorado North 
Citation Award for Commercial – School
Conservatory Green ECE-8 School 
(Stapleton, CO)
Architect: RB+B Architects (Fort Collins)

AIA Colorado North 
Citation Award for Commercial – Remodel / 
Building Transformation
2741 (Boulder, CO)
Architect: re:architecture (Boulder, Lead 
Architect with Studio Completiva, Inc.)  
Designed collaboratively with 
641West design (Louisville)

AIA Colorado North 
Citation Award for Commercial – Civic
Jamestown Volunteer Fire Station 
(Jamestown, CO)
Architect: WORKSHOP8 (Boulder)
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AIA Colorado South 
Honor Award for Interior Architecture
Hill Museum & Manuscript Library 
(Collegeville, MN)
Architect: CSNA Architects (Colorado 
Springs)

AIA Colorado South 
Honor Award for Built Architecture
New Manufacturing Facility (Colorado 
Springs, CO)
Architect: CSNA Architects (Colorado 
Springs)

AIA Colorado South 
Merit Award for Built Architecture
Pueblo County Judicial Complex 
(Pueblo, CO)
Architect: DLR Group (Colorado Springs)

AIA Colorado South 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
Summit Medical Clinic 
(Colorado Springs, CO)
Architect: John P. Nelson Associates 
(Colorado Springs)

AIA Colorado South 
Citation Award for Built Architecture
Ignacio Elementary School Addition & 
Renovation (Ignacio, CO)
Architect: RTA Architects (Colorado Springs)

AIA Denver 
Honor Award for Built Architecture
Yates Pavilion (Englewood, CO)
Architect: Semple Brown Design (Denver)

AIA Denver
Merit Award for Built Architecture – Single 
Family Residence
Grape Street Residence (Denver, CO)
Architect: Mather Architectural Design LLC 
(Denver)

AIA Denver 
Merit Award for Built Architecture – Office
The Boathouse (Denver, CO)
Architect: Shears Adkins Rockmore Architects 
(Denver)

AIA Denver 
Merit Award for Built Architecture – 
Remodel / Addition
Bow Mar Residence (Bow Mar, CO)
Architect: Nest Architectural Design, Inc. 
(Denver)

AIA COLORADO LOCAL SECTION&

2015 Honor Awards
Visit a
to learn about this year’s recipients.
303.446.2266 | aiacolorado.org

A
M
Castle Creek Residence (Aspen, CO)
Architect:

A
C
Der Berghof Unit 11: Maison Bianca 
(Aspen, CO)
Architect:
and Urban Design (Aspen)

A
C
Private Art Gallery (Avon, CO)
Architect:

Note: H
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2015 Honor Awards
Visit aiacolorado.org/aia-colorado-honor-awards/ 
to learn about this year’s recipients.
303.446.2266 | aiacolorado.org

AIA Colorado West 
Merit Award for Residential
Castle Creek Residence (Aspen, CO)
Architect: CCY Architects (Basalt)

AIA Colorado West 
Merit Award for Interior Design
McLain Flats (Aspen, CO)
Architect: Rowland+Broughton Architecture 
and Urban Design (Aspen)

AIA Colorado West 
Citation Award for Residential
Gillespie (Aspen, CO)
Architect: Rowland+Broughton Architecture 
and Urban Design (Aspen)

AIA Colorado West 
Citation Award for Residential
Der Berghof Unit 11: Maison Bianca 
(Aspen, CO)
Architect: Rowland+Broughton Architecture 
and Urban Design (Aspen)

AIA Colorado West 
Citation Award for Residential
Gamble Oaks Ranch (Eagle County, CO)
Architect: CCY Architects (Basalt)

AIA Colorado West 
Citation Award for Unbuilt Architecture
Old Pond Residence (Snowmass, CO)
Architect: CCY Architects (Basalt)

AIA Colorado West 
Citation Award for Commercial/Institutional
Private Art Gallery (Avon, CO)
Architect: KH Webb Architects, PC (Vail)

AIA Western Mountain Region
Honor Award for Distinguished Building
Bucksbaum Campus (Aspen, CO)
Architect: Harry Teague Architects (Basalt)

AIA Western Mountain Region 
Citation Award for Unbuilt Design
Park Pavilions (Stapleton, CO)
Architect: Arch11, Inc. (Boulder)

2015 Design Award Winners

Note: Honor awards are the highest achievement, followed by merit, then citation. 
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Winners of Second Annual
Commercial Green Building Achievement Awards Highlight Trends in Green Building

USGBC Colorado’s Annual Commercial Real Estate
Green Building Awards honor the best and brightest
of Colorado’s green building projects and showcase
the most prominent trends in green building today.
Categories inluded Health, Adaptive Reuse and
Community Engagement.

Health: The continued importance of third-party certifications is
illustrated by the South Wing at St. Vrain (Greenest Building
Award) and GreenSpot Real Estate (Green Dealmakers Award),
but what makes these projects stand out is their connection to
health. The South Wing at St. Vrain (see right), set to become one
of the most sustainable buildings in Longmont, Colo., was
designed by OZ Architecture. The project is targeting LEED Plat-
inum and showcases innovative strategies for energy savings,
stormwater management, CO2 emissions reduction, improved
indoor environmental quality, stewardship of resources and sensi-
tivity to materials’ health impacts. The new building brings to life
Boulder County’s vision of a one-stop center for health and human
services that will better serve the community well into the future.

GreenSpot Real Estate won the Green Dealmakers Award for
demonstrating leadership in promoting green building in the com-
mercial real estate industry through its work. More than just a real
estate company, the “whole-house” and “whole-building” profes-
sionals at GreenSpot have made the company an industry leader
in adding value to real estate through green-building certifications
and energy efficiency. GreenSpot provides several health-focused
certifications. The company is an Enterprise Green Communities
(EGC) certification provider and will be a WELL Building Stan-
dard® (WELL) certification provider in 2016. WELL is a new, com-
panion program to LEED, and it focuses on aspects like access to
healthy food, movement and beauty. While LEED focuses on the
building itself, WELL focuses on occupants and their experience in
a building. Enterprise Green does the same, but is directed at af-
fordable housing. Through these health-conscious efforts,
GreenSpot and St. Vrain redefine sustainability in the built envi-
ronment by improving the health of the communities they serve
through their commitment to sustainability.

Adaptive Reuse: A big part of sustainability in the built envi-
ronment is recycling, whether it is reusing an old building and
converting it into a more energy efficient structure or recapturing
resources like heat and water to be used again. Marble Distilling
Co., winner of the Exceptional Implementation of Sustainable
Technologies Award (see left), successfully implemented an
exceptional technology that improved the sustainable design and
operations of the building. Marble Distilling Co. was constructed
using an integrated systems approach that used the heat from
the distilling process to provide heat to the building. The building
also recaptures heat and water to use in the distilling process
and for domestic use. This award is certainly well-deserved:
Marble Distilling Co. is 85 percent more efficient than local code
requires.

Denver’s first micro apartment project is a wonderful and very
prominent example of adaptive reuse. Turntable Studios (oppo-
site page) won the Rise to the Challenge Award by overcoming
significant obstacles to provide meaningful and sustainable out-
comes for building renovation or operations. It stands out as one
of the most environmentally friendly projects in Denver for two
main reasons: first, it is an adaptive reuse of the former Hotel
VQ, and the reuse of existing materials is always more sustain-
able than new construction because the energy consumed when
demolishing a building and constructing a new building is ex-
tremely high. Second, it adds diversity to the Denver real estate
market and makes it attractive to a mix of residents, particularly

those interested in alternative options to suburban living. The
dense vertical environment of micro-units in the building with ef-
ficient living space and a small footprint for each resident, offer
an environmentally friendly option. These projects highlight the
importance of reuse, a vital part of sustainability, and inspire
builders to think about new, innovative ways to recycle.

Community Engagement: The Dakota Outfall Project (Ex-
ecutive Director’s Award) and Aurora Public Schools (Most Suc-
cessful Community Engagement Award) exemplify how green
building can involve communities and keep residents’ needs top
of mind. The Dakota Outfall Project, a $21 million infrastructure
project, increased connectivity from Washington Park and sur-
rounding neighborhoods and accelerated transit-oriented devel-
opment. This project benefited residents in the area by

Awards Season

The exterior of Marble Distilling Company in Carbondale, Colo., which was con-
structed using an integrated systems approach that uses the heat from the distilling
process to provide heat to the building. Photo Credit: Greg Didier

The South Wing at St. Vrain, currently the most sustainable building in Longmont,
Colo., is targeting LEED Platinum and pursuing credits in all areas of sustainability,
including energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction.
Photo Credit: Tania Landauer
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Awards Seasonencouraging walking and biking and allowing for increased
density near the transit center.

The winner of the Most Successful Community Engagement
Award, Aurora Public Schools, demonstrated a creative strat-
egy for connecting with their internal community through their
innovative Green Stars Program, an incentives program devel-
oped to reward schools for their energy saving efforts. All 59
district schools now have smart meters, which measure energy,
natural gas, water and trash rates. In addition to the installation
of smart meters at schools and effective Building
Dashboard technology into the classroom,
what makes the Green Stars Program
truly unique is how it rewards
schools. Plus, students who
were involved in the
process learned energy
efficiency habits that they
will carry with them
wherever they go. Com-
munity is often an
overlooked part of
sustainability, but these
projects show that in
order for a green building
project to be successful
and long-lasting, building
occupants and community
stakeholders must be
involved.

All of the USGBC
Colorado’s 2015 Green
Building Award Winners
are a testament to the
forward-thinking nature of
the green building industry
in Colorado. Whether a
project focuses on the
health of the surrounding
community, reuses re-
sources like water and heat
to increase efficiency and
reduce costs, or creates
innovative programs to
both get building occu-
pants and communities in-
volved– We hope these
winners will inspire other
green building profession-
als to continue to achieve
important green
milestones.

Turntable Studios, Denver’s first microapartment project, is
an adaptive reuse of the former Hotel VQ. Photo Credit:
Johnson Nathan Strohe
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DENVER (Nov. 13, 2015) – The American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC)
of Colorado announced the winners of its 2016 Engineering Excellence Awards on Nov.
2, 2015, placing the spotlight on 13 Colorado firms with projects that were considered
by judges as engineering innovations.

AGrand Conceptor Award for the overall best engineering project was presented to CTL
Thompson, Inc. for the Regency Athletic Complex at Metropolitan State University of
Denver. Excellence Awards were presented to KL&A, Inc. for Aspen Art Museum; FEI
Engineers, Inc. for St. Vrain Sanitation District Wastewater Treatment Facility Expansion;
RMG – Rocky Mountain Group for the Broadmoor Cloud Camp; Merrick & Company for

the Data Fusion to Predict Habitat Quality;
and Olsson Associates for the Aerial
Survey of Kokopelli Trail.

“Engineering innovations are transforming
communities, rehabilitating urban brown-
fields with relevant purpose and preparing
our state’s infrastructure to manage the
unprecedented growth that Colorado is
currently experiencing,” said Marvinetta
Hartwig, PE, ACEC Colorado 2015-16
president. “It takes strong leadership and
creative thinking to effectively address in-
frastructure stability, and is foundational to
commerce and economic prosperity. It also
takes a savvy business approach to create
solutions that support Colorado’s vision for
its future and building strong collaborations
between the public and private sectors that
are beneficial to both.

ACEC:
Top Projects
Win Colorado
Engineering
Council Awards

The city of Fruita hired Olsson Associates to conduct Unmaned Aerial System (UAS) trail Survey

Interior view of the Aspen Art Museum

The St.Vrain Wastewater Treatment Plant
features a 6-million-gallon-per-day water
treatment system

The Regency Athletic Complex at MSU Denver took the award for ‘Best Engineering Project of the year
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“Each year, as we celebrate great engineering feats, we see
firsthand the impact of successful collaboration and planning,

and the efforts required to engineer Colorado’s future. It is impor-
tant for our citizens to understand what it takes to maintain our
state’s quality of life and how engineers are protecting resources
and solving complex issues to infrastructure that will sustain well
into the future,” Hartwig added.

Projects by Colorado engineering firms are rated by a panel
of industry professionals who judge each project on the criteria

of uniqueness and innovative applications; future value to the
engineering profession; perception by the public; social,
economic, and sustainable development considerations;
complexity; and successful fulfillment of client/owner's needs,
including schedule and budget.

Colorado’s Grand Conceptor and Engineering Excellence Award
project winners will advance to the national ACEC competition,
which will be held April 19, 2016, in Washington, D.C.

The ‘Fire Tower’ at the Broadmoor Cloud Camp features a Log Roof framing that replicates to an old Log Cabin look
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Fred Travers, PE, Bureau of Reclamation,
Honored with Colorado Engineering Council’s Highest Award

DENVER (Nov. 12, 2015) – The American
Council of Engineering Companies
(ACEC) of Colorado presented its 2015
General Palmer Award to Fred Travers,
PE, Bureau of Reclamation, during its an-
nual Engineering Excellence Awards
luncheon on November 2 at the Brown
Palace Hotel.

This award recognizes an engineer in the
industry who has contributed to the state
of Colorado, received recognition in the
community, advanced the engineering
community and made an impact on future
generations.

Travers was honored for his work with the
Colorado High School Bridge Building
Competition, which the Bureau of Recla-
mation initiated in 1974. The competition
is designed to help high school students
study the application of fundamental princi-
ples of physics and develop “hands-on”
skills by constructing and testing model
bridges. Students also experience what it
is to be an engineer by designing struc-
tures according to a set of specifications
and testing the performance of their struc-
tures under controlled factors.

“We thank Fred for the time and effort he
has devoted to this program and are hon-
ored to recognize his many contributions.
Thanks to his commitment, thousands of
high school students have learned first-

Awards Season

hand about engineering,” said Marvinetta
Hartwig, PE, president of ACEC Colorado.
“We are also pleased to support this com-
petition with scholarship funding, which
helps to cultivate future engineers and pro-
mote our profession.”

Travers began his career as a design en-
gineer in the Power System Technical
Section with the Bureau of Reclamation at
the Denver Federal Center. After transfer-
ring in 1982 to the Bureau’s Concrete and
Structural Branch in the Division of Re-
search, he had the opportunity to partici-
pate in the competition. He has organized
and run the annual competition every year
since and has added new features to its
data tracking systems, making Colorado’s
competition considered one of the most
sophisticated of its kind in the country. Tra-
vers estimates that 4,000 students from
across Colorado have participated in this
competition, and the experience has
inspired many high school students to
pursue careers in engineering.

Firm’s innovative solution transformed
desolate inner city brownfield into $23 million sports complex
Full-service geotechnical, structural, environmental and materials
engineering firm CTL Thompson, is now among a prestigious list
of top Colorado engineering firms.

CTL’s work on behalf of the Regency Athletic Complex at Metro-
politan State University of Denver earnedACEC Colorado’s 2016
Grand Conceptor Award, given by a judging panel only when a
project represents an engineering feat that is transformative and
sets a new standard for the industry in Colorado. The award is not
bestowed every year. In this case, ACEC Colorado described the
complex as “an all-star in the eyes of the engineering community.”

“This project represents an incredible collaboration of individuals
from all sectors -- public and private, engineering and construction
-- who were willing to think creatively for the good of the client, the
local community, the city of Denver and the state of Colorado,”
said CTL Vice President Marc Cleveland. “We are thankful for our
partners, including Metro State, for putting full confidence in the
approach we proposed.”

To help the university transform a brownfield site into a new, $23.6
million sports complex with tennis courts, running paths and ath-
letic fields for baseball, softball and soccer teams, CTL overcame
substantial economic and environmental challenges. The site was
a former industrial complex, and initial environmental studies re-
vealed asbestos and myriad chemical contaminants that would
need to be managed before any work could begin.

Instead of the common solution — excavating and removing con-
taminated soils and replacing them with imported fill materials —

CTL’s geotechnical and environmental engineers recommended
deep dynamic compaction, a ground-improvement technique
almost unheard of in the Denver market. The technique densifies
soils, compacting fills in place using a 100-foot crane with a
30-ton drop weight.

“Deep dynamic compaction is economically feasible, but rarely
used due to the typical clay soils in the area and its impactful na-
ture,” said CTL Environmental Division Manager Matt Wardlow,
who accepted the award on CTL’s behalf. “This property was just
right for this solution — a Goldilocks property. Metro State now
has a state-of-the-art facility, and the community is cleaner and
safer due to its investment.”

The firm took great care to promote public safety and environ-
mental stewardship during the project, monitoring air quality and
vibration from the impact. Deep dynamic compaction saved the
client $3 million, making it economically feasible for the university
to transform its vision for this urban campus into a reality. Wardlow
describes the process in great detail on ACEC Colorado’s
YouTube channel.

CTL’s project team included Matt Wardlow, Marc Cleveland,
Benny Lujan, Dave Glater and Trevor Truett, working in partner-
ship with Metropolitan State University, Auraria Higher Education
Center, Davis Partnership Architects, Martin/Martin Inc., Saunders
Construction Inc. and Hayward Baker Inc., the latter firm perform-
ing the deep dynamic compaction. The project now advances to
the national ACEC competition, to be held April 19, 2016, in
Washington, D.C.
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NAHSE Greater Denver Chapter Recognizes Haselden as Contributing Partner

In November 2015 Haselden Construction
was honored to be recognized by the Na-
tional Association of Health Services Exec-
utives (NAHSE), a non-profit association
promoting the advancement and develop-
ment of black healthcare leaders, for
Haselden’s “Outstanding contribution to
support, promote and advance the NAHSE
Greater Denver Chapter.”

Haselden has been partnered with NAHSE
for several years, nearly since the founda-
tion of the Greater Denver Chapter. “Our
goal is to increase our membership and
raise awareness within the region,” stated

NAHSE Greater Denver Chapter President
and St. Anthony’s Hospital Chief Adminis-
trative Officer Patrick Green. “In addition to
healthcare workers, we’d like to extend our
network to those designing and building
the healthcare community. Haselden is
helping us do this.”

Haselden uses its extensive healthcare
connections to promote NAHSE within the
AEC industry. JJ Rams, Haselden’s Vice
President, notes, “It’s a great organization.
We’re thrilled to be a part of it and honored
to be presented with this award.”

Awards Season
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Dennis Rubba Awarded by AIA Denver for Contributions by an Allied Design Professional
Leading landscape architecture and urban
planning firm studioINSITE, LLC, of Den-
ver and Omaha, is pleased to announce
the firm’s founder Dennis Rubba, was pre-
sented with an honor award by AIADenver
for Contributions by an Allied Design Pro-
fessional. The award recognizes the ac-
complishments by a design professional
for contributing to the quality of the built en-
vironment within the Denver metro area.

Founder and Principal of studioINSITE,
Dennis has 30 years’ experience focused

upon placemaking in urban environments,
reinforcing architecture to shape and acti-
vate the public realm. Dennis is known on
design teams as a “visionary partner” and
consistently reinforces landscape architec-
ture and the public realm as critical compo-
nents of architectural projects.

Dennis’ career accomplishments include
800 constructed projects within $1.5 billion
in capital construction, and design of $300
million in site development and public
realm improvements.
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Improving the Value of Your Company by Correcting Five Imbalances

One. Your business is too dependent on new sales
As a means of survival, many businesses operate with a transac-
tional mindset. You seal the deal and quickly move on to the next
prospective sale, while putting little effort into client retention.If
your business is driven by new sales versus long-term contracts,
the value of your company will be driven down due to long-term
risk potential. Therefore, contractually recurring revenues from
contracts for annual maintenance and other revenue streams are
much more powerful value-drivers for buyers.

Two. Your business is too dependent on an
indistinguishable commodity
From a buyer’s perspective, a business with a lack of unique
value proposition (UVP) and no real differentiation in the market
increases risk and decreases value. A commodity product or serv-
ice that is difficult to defend with lower margins and profit potential
will be consistently challenged by the market.

A prime example of the impact of UVP on business valuation can
be seen when a company creates high barriers of entry leading it
to achieve some of the highest margins in its industry.

Three. Your business is reliant on you
While you may see it as a positive that you’ve been integral to the
business during its growth years, a sale process is the time to
position the business to be able to run without you. Owner-
dependent companies are often considered knowledge-intensive
firms, where a significant amount of unwritten knowledge lies with
the owners. With no system in place to transfer this intellectual
capital to the buyer, the price, marketability and deal structure
of a sale will be negatively impacted with the increased risk
perception of the buyer.

“Everyone loves to feel needed, but for an owner trying to sell his
business, this is a major challenge.”

The more vital the owner is to the business, the more challenging
it will be to replace him. Replacement costs for owners involved
in day-to-day operations typically are deducted from the estimated
EBITDA.

Four. Your business is in a market with no potential
When your business is in a narrow market segment, this
increases the buyer’s risk and negatively impacts your valuation.
The best case scenario for a limited market business is that
a buyer feels modifications can increase your valuation on a
post-acquisition performance basis. However, even with 100%
market penetration, your earning potential is still capped.

Five. Your business is too dependent on
a few customers
If your business lacks customer diversity and has high client
concentration, it’s negatively valued in the acquisition market
as the risk factors increase. Should a customer discontinue his
or her affiliation with your company, revenues will be significantly
affected.

The more power any outside force has over the performance of
the business, the riskier it is. If a client represents more than 20
percent of revenue, multiples typically start to drop.

You may also be compelled to take the remaining value in a seller
note, or an earn-out based on future performance, when customer
dependencies are deemed risky.

Column: Construction Management

The Author is principal of Kramer
Management Consulting. He can be
reached at (480) 824-8194 or on
tkramer@k-advise.com

Terry Kramer
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T H A N K  YO U
to our CHAPTER 
S P O N S O R S

SMPS UPCOMING A/E/C MARKETING EVENTS

ROCKIES Level

IN-KIND Sponsors

ALPINE Level

14ER Level

SMPS UPCOMING A/E/C MARKETING EVENTSSMPS UPCOMING A/E/C MARKETING EVENTS

Colorado Construction & Design
Ken’s Reproductions

Colorado Real Estate Journal
Brad Nicol Photography

Engineering News Record
From the Hip Photo

THE PREMIER RESOURCE FOR MARKETERS IN THE A/E/C 
INDUSTRY FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

REGISTER NOW AT 
WWW.SMPSCOLORADO.ORGBUILD SUCCESS

SAVE THE DATE! 2016 MARKETING EXCELLENCE AWARDS (MEAs)
February 18, 2015 | 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm | Curtis Hotel |1405 Curtis Street | Denver

For the past 35 years, SMPS 
Colorado has come together with 
the A/E/C industry’s marketing 
elite for an evening of celebration 
to honor the most creative and 
successful marketing collateral 
from the past year. The Marketing 
Excellence Awards features 
exclusive categories to highlight 

the strengths of our industry and all 
submittals will be showcased at the 
award celebration. One winner from 
each category will be recognized 
and honored not only by their 
peers, but the Society for Marketing 
Professional Services, for their 
marketing excellence in 2015. We 
look forward to seeing you there!

18
FEB

ADDITIONAL UPCOMING SMPS EVENTS
FINANCE FOR MARKETERS- A LESSON ON THE BUSINESS SIDE OF CONSULTING: 
Education Event
January 28, 2016 | 11:30 am - 1:30 pm | Palace Construction | 7 South Galapago Street
Denver

JOBSITE TOUR #2: CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF DENVER
February 25, 2016 | 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm | Children’s Museum of Denver at Marisco Campus
2121 Children’s Museum Drive | Denver 

 

28

25

WINTER/SPRING 2016
Architectural Products, Accoustics

Mixed Use, Office & Retail Development

AGC Colorado 2016
Membership Directory

SPRING 2016
Healthcare, Assisted Living

SPRING/SUMMER 2016
Site Work, Speciality Contractors

SUMMER 2016
Multi-Family Development, Transportation

Transportatio, Global Construction

SUMMER/FALL 2016
K-12 and Campus Construction,

Construction Careers

FALL 2016
Hospitality-Hotels, Restaurants & Resorts

FALL/WINTER 2016
Inside AGC Colorado Annual Report

2016 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
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Colorado’s Construction Crush May Create Coverage Conflicts

The working relationship between general contractors and
subcontractors is always complex, but add a controversial condo
defects law and a booming construction sector to the mix, and
you get the potential for some real insurance headaches if you’re
not adequately covered.

The number of jobs in Colorado’s construction industry was
forecast to rise nearly 11 percent from 2013 to 2015 – and those
numbers would be even higher if not for the lack of available
skilled labor.

With huge demand and labor shortages, people are moving
quickly into deals and not always making sure they – either as a
general contractor or a subcontractor – have the proper insurance
coverage.

Smaller companies may be less likely to fully understand their
coverage needs, but large companies should also re-examine
their policies and contracts to ensure they are fully protected in a
quickly changing environment.

Here’s an example that’s representative of what happens all too
often in Colorado: Joe the Plumber has built a successful busi-
ness over the last decade, doing mostly renovation and repair
work on single family homes, apartments, condos and even a little
commercial work when he gets the chance.

Joe typically doesn’t have to sign contracts, instead dealing di-
rectly with the homeowner, condo owner or business owner that
has employed him. Sometimes he gets asked about insurance,
and has his agent send over a certificate of insurance proving he
has coverage. Everyone is happy.

Although Joe mostly sticks to smaller jobs, a general contractor
calls Joe to do the plumbing work on a new 10-unit condo project.
Joe submits a bid and gets the job – and both parties are pleased
because the contractor will stay on schedule and Joe will make a
good return on the project.

Construction moves forward and all is going well, until the general
contractor gets a call from an auditor.

The auditor begins to ask questions about subcontractor costs
and insurance. She asks about exclusions pertaining to residen-
tial and multifamily construction, additional insured language,
completed operations and more.

The general contractor responds, “We have Joe’s certificate –
isn’t that all we need?”

Ultimately, that wasn’t all that the general contractor needed.
He and Joe found out the hard way that Joe didn’t have the right
coverage, so the general contractor will get charged a higher rate
for this subcontractor and can’t get the additional insured status
he was seeking.

The general contractor now is unsure if his policy will cover a
claim resulting from the work of his subcontractors, and Joe has
learned he’s in breach of contract and will have to pay much
higher rates to get the right policy.

This scenario is common in Colorado, so it’s important for
contractors and subs to critically examine their insurance policies
and contracts, especially with additional exclusions and
ever-changing regulations and municipal ordinances regarding
condo construction.

Here are just a few red flags and types of coverage you should
discuss with your insurance provider:

• Hold harmless agreements
• Indemnification
• Hammer clauses in contracts like “any and all acts”
• Residential exclusions
• Commercial general liability
• Umbrella liability
• Builder’s risk
• Professional liability

Column: Safety & Risk Management

The author is an insurance advisor in
the Construction Practice Group at
CCIG (Cherry Creek Insurance Group).

Michael Kline, CIC

C
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Collaboration Leads to Beneficial Solutions

Congratulations to the American Council of Engineering Compa-
nies (ACEC) of Colorado’s Engineering Excellence Awards recip-
ients, and to all of the design and construction organizations’
awardees that have been recognized over the past few months.
We are fortunate to have our memberships bring forward their
outstanding and innovative projects that are benefitting commu-
nities in Colorado and throughout the country. These projects are
great examples of the successful collaboration between member
firms and their clients in both the public and private sectors.
Together they have solved the challenge before them, which
improves our quality of life.

Collaboration between parties is vital in order to have all voices
heard, innovations brought forward, and best solutions derived
to meet the needs of those involved and delivery of successful
outcomes. ACEC Colorado and other design and construction
organizations are important facilitators that help to drive collabo-
ration between our memberships and entities to promote
successful solutions.

The new Denver Ordinance CB15-0811 is an outcome of contin-
ued collaboration to reform our current construction defects’
statutes. We are confident that this local action, along with that
of eight other jurisdictions and in cooperation with the coalition
known as the Homeownership Opportunity Alliance, will help
legislators reach agreement to pass statewide construction
defects legislation during the 2016 legislative session – legislation
that will provide more housing options in multi-family for-sale
development for our communities.

In early December 2015, after a decade of collaborative efforts,
both houses of Congress passed the Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation (FAST) Act, the first long-term transportation au-
thorization bill in a decade. This five-year bill allows for planning
with a level of certainty that funding will be there for our state’s De-
partment of Transportation and its partners to improve our surface
transportation infrastructure - our roads, bridges, transit systems
and rail transportation network. Both of these legislative initiatives
highlight the need for all parties to come together in order to reach
solutions that will provide economic growth for our communities.

Without collaboration we have stalemate, which we have seen in
many areas for a long time. Although legislation considered isn’t
perfect, it is the continued efforts of many to move forward and
find solutions that help our citizens and their quality of life.

Column: The Business of Engineering Colorado

The author is executive director of
the American Council of Engineering
Companies (ACEC) of Colorado

Marilen Reimer, CAE
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Keeping Things Affordable: The Death and Life of the Tabor Grand Hotel

Built for the wealthiest of visitors, Leadville Tabor Grand Hotel
now provides much-needed affordable housing with the help of
historic preservation tax credits. When it opened in 1885, the
Tabor Grand Hotel represented Leadville at its zenith: 117 luxuri-
ous rooms complete with steam heat, an elevator, and a lavish
dining room tucked inside a sturdy four-story brick structure that
would have been equally at home in Denver or Pueblo. The city’s
backers had long planned for a luxury hotel in what, just twenty
years before, had been a rough collection of tents and log cabins.
So eager were they to put Leadville on the hospitality map that
when the original funding ran short, Leadville fixture Horace Tabor
opened his wallet to ensure that the building opened on time—
and got his name on the side of the building as a result.

A century later, it could be argued that the Tabor represented
Leadville at its lowest. Worn and faded, with the town in the grip
of an economic downturn, some locals recommended tearing
down the building and replacing it with a parking lot. Luckily,
history repeated itself in 1993 when an investment group stepped
in, opened their wallets, and transformed the old hotel into 37
units of affordable housing.

Life at 10,000 feet can be hard on both people and buildings.
Twenty years after being renovated, the Tabor Grand was again
in need of renovation. Units were badly in need of updates, the
wavy glass windows were battered and leaky, and ice buildup on
the roof was threatening both the structure and pedestrians on
the street.

Once again, an outside party stepped in to rescue the building—
in this case, the Overland Property Group of Leawood, Kansas.
Working with the Fort Collins-based Neenan Company, they un-
dertook a yearlong, $9 million renovation of the building.
Overland committed to keeping the 37 affordable units, a critical
asset in a town where the median income is $20,000 below the
statewide average. The Tabor’s one- and two-bedroom units are
available to residents earning between 40 percent and 60 percent
of the area median income.

Overland’s renovations included restoring more than 80 original
wood-framed windows by cleaning, repainting, and sealing each
unit to provide weather-tight protection without sacrificing the
original window glass or the 4th floor’s distinctive pointed-arch
sashes. On the interior, apartment units were renovated and
modernized, utilities were upgraded, and surviving hotel
elements, such as the massive circular radiator in the former hotel
lobby, were carefully restored. On the roof, a state-of-the-art
electric heating system keeps ice from building up during
Leadville’s long mountain winters. Future projects include the
installation of solar panels to take advantage of the city’s 310 days
of sunshine per year.

Column: Preserving Colorado

The author is Architectural Services
Manager in History Colorado’s
Office of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation

By Joseph Saldibar

Before Restoration: 2013

After Restoration: 2015
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Column: Preserving Colorado

Before Restoration: 2013 After Restoration: 2015

Because the Tabor Grand Hotel is located within the Leadville
Historic District, a National Historic Landmark, the multi-million
dollar project received more than $1 million in tax credits through
the Federal Investment Tax Credit program, and $50,000 in
credits from the State Historic Preservation Tax Credit program.
Retaining the 37 units of affordable housing netted the project an
additional $650,000 in Low Income Housing Tax Credits from the
Colorado Housing and Finance Authority. Thanks to recent
changes in state law, future Leadville projects will be able to take
advantage of both the federal tax historic preservation credit
(20 percent of costs), and a new state historic preservation credit
of up to $1 million.

In February 2016 History Colorado will honor the Tabor Grand and
the City of Leadville with a Stephen H. Hart Award for Historic
Preservation for this astounding project that brought a shakey
historic building back to its former glory, all with the community in
mind. Learn more at www.h-co.org/HartAwards.

Tabor Hotel Leadville: 1860
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Industry Leaders Reconnect at Colorado’s Largest
Green Building Conference

The upcoming Rocky Mountain Green Conference presented by
USGBC CO and the Weidt Group, is an opportunity to reconnect
with your industry’s role in transforming the built environment. De-
signed by and for the region’s top real estate, design, construction
and engineering professionals, the two-day conference will en-
able participants to learn from experts, earn continuing education
hours and grow their businesses.

Events during the two-day conference will take place throughout
the Denver Metro Region. The conference begins on Thursday,
April 21 with a community service river cleanup, followed by Col-
orado’s first ever Women in Green Brunch. Afterward, there are
five in-depth workshops to choose from and we’ll end the day with
happy hour. On Friday, April 22 we will reconvene at the Hyatt Re-
gency for keynotes, breakout sessions, an expo hall featuring
green building technology and a closing reception. Throughout
the course of these events, Rocky Mountain Green will touch
upon the specific needs of different building types, such as mixed-
use commercial buildings, schools, single and multi-family homes,
and even restaurants. The various sessions and workshops will
also look at new rating systems in the industry, like the WELL
Building Standard and SITES, as well as take a deep dive into
LEED v4, which becomes mandatory in October of this year.

Here is a preview of topics
covered at Rocky Mountain Green:

Often overlooked, restaurants use a considerable amount of en-
ergy and are considered black boxes. Energy use is dependent
on how the kitchen is run, and strategies to reduce energy without
impacting operational flow are tough to control and largely un-
known to engineers. On the other side of this conversation,
restaurateurs are menu focused and concerned most with the bot-
tom line, rarely prioritizing significant energy reduction measures.
An energy assessment of three restaurant tenants on Pearl Street
in Boulder attempted to bridge this gap. Rocky Mountain Green
offers insight on how the energy assessment affected these busi-
nesses and beyond at the panel “Sustainability in Practice: Pearl
Street Restaurants Energy Use and Reduction.”

“AWELL-ness revolution is underway in corporate offices around
the nation, as the building industry now has the skills and tech-
nologies to create high performing buildings. However, this growth
poses the question of what is needed to support high performing
people in these buildings?” stated Rachel Bannon-Godfrey, Di-
rector of Sustainability, RNLDesign. “The current health and well-
being revolution finally brings the human aspect of sustainability
to the forefront.” Rocky Mountain Green will explore, define and
clarify the WELL Building standard; explore opportunities and
challenges to market penetration; and present ideas for motivat-
ing occupants on an individual and community scale in multi-fam-
ily housing projects.

In an interactive pre-conference workshop on “How LEED v4 will
Drastically Change Daylighting”, presenters will discuss the
strengths and limitations of the new metrics promoted in LEED
v4 through graphics and animations generated from innovative
stimulation tools. Presenters will go beyond reciting formulas and
help participants define these metrics in meaningful terms they
can visualize, understand and use in their every-day practice.

We hope to see you in Denver on April 21-22 for an inspiring and
informative discussion at Rocky Mountain Green. For more infor-
mation and to register, please visit www.rockymountaingreen.com

Column: Colorado Building Green

COLORADO

The author is Executive Director of the
United States Green Building Council
(USGBC) Colorado.

Patti Mason

USGBC Colorado Staff - Danni Miller, Kathryn Lovda, Patti Mason at the USGBC
Green School Summit in November. Photographs © - From The Hip Photo
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AIA Colorado Architects Consider 2016 Trends

What does the future hold for architecture? We asked architecture
leaders from AIA Colorado to tell us what will define architecture
in Colorado in 2016 and beyond.

When asked what will drive conversation in the architecture
community in 2016, our leaders overwhelming responded that the
state’s population growth will keep them talking.

As thousands of people move to our state each year, we continue
to feel the pinch of the housing market. Architects and developers
are working together with other state leaders to not only create
more housing options, but to also make those options more
affordable. In the larger metropolitan areas, architects expect an
increased focus on transit-oriented development and the need
and desire to make the city connected.

In the mountains, architects from Vail and Aspen expect a
continued focus on workforce housing – stating it is our greatest
challenge as the labor pool in mountain towns diminishes due to
the cost of living. With all the focus on growth, some leaders
wonder if conversation will shift to the quality and character of
new buildings.

“Given the boom, I wonder if we have missed by not creating
compelling, interesting, 100-year buildings,” said Rick Epstein,
AIA, a principal at Studio Completiva. “It feels like we are building
a plywood city, not something that has contributed to a sense of
place.”There are also concerns about urban planning and
infrastructure. “Our industry will continue to talk about how
multifamily housing projects are changing the character of our
sensitive downtown districts,” said Wells Squier, AIA with Ander-
son Hallas Architects. Christy Riggs, AIA with 308 LLC adds, “the
conversation we’re having in Colorado Springs is about taking
advantage of infill opportunities. There is also a focus on bringing
more affordable multi-family housing to the downtown area, and
how we can make these projects viable for everyone by working
on local building codes.”

As the population grows, the demands of those living and working
here are also changing. Many architects predict community will
be the new amenity. Both in the mountains and along the Front
Range, architects expect home design will adapt to provide more
room for families to gather and stay, and for entertaining at home.

“In custom homes, there is distinct trend away from huge show-
case kitchens. All of our projects focus on the kitchen being
the social hub of the home rather than a place to showcase
appliances,” says Steven Perce, AIA of bldg.collective.

Commercial design will also be influenced by different ap-
proaches to density, the influence of design on workforce wellness
and an increased focus on the integration of a building’s site into
its design. “I hope a focus on holistic design and cultural impor-
tance will be key design trends for ‘everyday architecture’ and not
just big public projects,” says Riggs. “A building with a
well-thought out identity and purpose will always be successful.”

Architects also expect design to push beyond sustainability and
towards carbon neutrality, energy generation and resilient design.
“With the expanded adoption of the International Green Construc-
tion Code (IgCC), I believe Colorado will continue to set the bar
for responsible and sustainable design,” says Squier.

“We will continue to consider the built environment’s impact on
climate change,” said Joseph Vigil, AIA fromWORKSHOP8. And,
architects in Vail and Aspen also expect weather and climate
change will have a huge impact on design and construction.

While design trends are one part of the conversation, the cost
of the design is another. Many architects agree that labor and
material shortages, rising land costs and the rapidly changing
market are all driving the cost of bringing good design to life.

“We have to prepare our clients for how quickly prices are increas-
ing and work this into our design process,” says Perce.” From the
time we start designing to the time we start building, the cost can
increase 10 to 15 percent, which is having a huge impact on the
final design and finish.”

As 2016 brings a fresh start to businesses across the state, there
is a renewed sense of urgency within the design profession to
think forward. Architects have an opportunity to use design to
strengthen our communities, take an active role in addressing
sustainability and wellness issues, and create lasting and mean-
ingful places for all Colorado residents. To accomplish this, archi-
tects will have to maintain and strengthen partnerships with
owners, contractors, legislators, and fellow design professionals.
By working together, 2016 presents the opportunity to have a
meaningful impact on Colorado’s built environment.

Column: Inside AIA

A Chapter of The American Institute of Architects

The author is AIA Colorado 2016
President. She can be reached at
atvando@boulderassociates.com

Angela M.T. Van Do, AIA
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ANNUALth

THANK YOU TO OUR 2015 SPONSORS
BUILD

DESIGN

PRECONSTRUCTION

IN KIND

Adolfson & Peterson Construction 
CFM Company
CRS/Surescape Insurance Services, LLC
E Light Electric Services, Inc.
Encore Electric
Ferguson Enterprises
Greiner Electric, LLC

Apollo Mechanical Contractors
BCER Engineering
Berg Hill Greenleaf & Ruscitti, LLP
Calcon Constructors, Inc.
Consolidated Electrical Distributors, Inc.
Contractors Supply, Inc.
Design Mechanical, Inc.
GE Johnson Construction Company
GH Phipps Construction Companies
Hercules Industries

Hughes Supply
JE Dunn Construction Company
Kenny Electric
KL&A, Inc.
LEI Companies, Inc.
Lohmiller & Company
LONG Building Technologies
Ludvik Electric Co. 
MA Mortenson Company
McClure-Hill Inc/Gexpro

Able Consulting Group
Ace Mechanical Equipment, Inc.
AcoustiFLO
AE Associates, Inc.
Airgas USA, LLC

AMI Mechanical, Inc.
Anderson & Hastings Consultants, Inc.
Braconier Plumbing and Heating Co., Inc. 
C&D Insulation Inc.
Cator, Ruma & Associates, Co.
Concrete Frame Associates, LLC
Contact Sales Co., Inc.
Convergint Technologies, LLC
Dynalectric Colorado
Engineered Air
Engineered Mechanical Systems 
Flood and Peterson

Haynes Mechanical Systems
Heggem-Lundquist Paint Company
HEI Civil
initial.AEC
Interface Communications Co.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
JPG Engineering, Inc.
L.P.R. Construction Co.
Marshall-Rodeno Associated
Martin/Martin, Inc.
McNevin Company
MechOne, Inc.
Meridian Fire & Security, LLC
MJB Sales, Inc. 
MOA Architecture
Network Insurance Services, LLC
PCL Construction Services, Inc. 
Powers Products Co.

ProCraft Mechanical, Inc.
Puma Steel
P.V.C. Specialties Co.
QED
Redland
RJM Construction
Rocky Mountain Prestress
Setpoint Systems
Siemens Industry, Inc.
The Beck Group
The BJB Group
The Gallegos Corporation
The IMA Financial Group, Inc.
The MH Companies
The Weitz Company
The Wells Partnership
Victaulic
Wagner Power Systems

Shea Properties
Sturgeon Electric Company, Inc.
The RMH Group, Inc.
Trane
U.S. Engineering Company
Water Technology Group

Westover Corporation

Associated Builders and Contractors, Rocky Mountain Branch
Associated General Contractors of Colorado
Butler Rents
Colorado Construction & Design

Gourmet Fine Catering
MV Consulting Inc.
RPM Valet
Shears Adkins + Rockmore Architects

Hensel Phelps Construction Co.
MTech Mechanical
RK Foundation
Saunders Construction, Inc.
UMB Bank
Western Mechanical Solutions, LLC
Wholesale Specialties

SAVE THE DATE
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RTD Integrates New Train Technology in Commuter Rail System
Service is First Nationally to Incorporate Positive Train Control

The Regional Transportation District (RTD) will open its first com-
muter rail service April 22, 2016 — the University of Colorado A
Line from Denver’s Union Station to Denver International Airport.
With this launch comes innovative train control technology that
helps prevent catastrophic accidents and keeps passengers and
other travelers safe.

Complex Safety System
Positive Train Control (PTC) ensures that train operators follow
safe speeds on the rail alignment. The technology is designed to

prevent over speeding, train-to-train collisions, train derailments
caused by improper track switching, and injuries to maintenance
workers.

RTD uses one of the nation’s more advanced train control
technologies called Interoperable Electronic Train Management
System or I-ETMS. This method uses complex electronics,
computers and communication networks to integrate the track-
side signal equipment, central control and the train to provide
efficient and safe operations.

Column: RTD Fastracks Update

The author works for the Public
Information Department at RTD

Rachael Shaff
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Column: RTD Fastracks Update

Ken Huang, RTD signal systems manager,
said, “While the train operators still control
the speed of the train, the onboard PTC
continuously monitors the location and
speed of the train, as well as the status of
track and the signal system ahead of the
train. Live train location and allowable
speed profile will be displayed to train
operators If the train is going too fast, the
operator is signaled to slow down or the
train is automatically stopped before it
reaches an unsafe speed or location.”

All of this is made possible through a net-
work of communication and rail signal
equipment that is installed throughout the
rail system.

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) satel-
lites provide data that determines the
train’s position. Plus, databases stored in
the train computer contain track maps that
know appropriate track speed limits.

In addition, there are signal houses, lo-
cated along track side, which electronically
monitor the status of railroad switches and
track block occupancies by the train. They
also control the wayside or cab signal and
activate the grade crossing warnings in
advance of the train. Meanwhile, the
control center dispatchers are able to
establish track routes through the monitor-
ing equipment in the signal houses.

Lastly, the communication network delivers
data and messages for all these systems.
Fiber optic communication cables are
buried underground with special purpose
radio towers installed along the railroad
alignment.

First nationally
RTD is the first transit agency nationally
to integrate PTC into the construction of
a new rail system. In 2008, the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) required
all Class I railroads and commuter rail
services to adopt PTC by Dec. 15, 2015—
an enormous financial and logistical
struggle for some existing rail operations.

“There are FRA train control requirements
already, but not to the level that could have
prevented some of the major accidents the
nation has seen,” Huang said. “With PTC
we meet the latest FRA requirements and
we foresee a very high level of safety.”

The FRA’s PTC requirements were signed
into law in 2008 after 25 people were killed
and more than 135 passengers were
injured in a train-to-train collision in
Chatsworth, Calif. The collision was
caused by a Metrolink train engineer’s
failure to notice a red light signal.

To learn more about RTD’s commuter rail
system, visit www.rtd-denver.com.

How can we help you?
call 303.233.4488
email dyna-co@emcorgroup.com
visit dyna-co.com

MILLIONS OF
COMMITMENTS.
HUNDREDS
OF CLIENTS.
IN COLORADO
SINCE 1951.

ONE TRUSTED NAME.

Dynalectric Colorado is a
trusted electrical pre-construction,
construction and design/build
resource for Colorado companies.
As a wholly-owned subsidiary
of EMCOR – one of the nation’s
leading electrical contractors – we
have a depth of experience others
simply cannot match.

DYNALECTRIC PROVIDES CRITICAL SYSTEMS FOR:
HEALTHCARE  |  COMMERCIAL  |  HOSPITALITY 
GOVERNMENT  |  TECHNOLOGY  |  EDUCATION 
TRANSPORTATION
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AGC Moves Construction Defects Litigation Reform Ball Forward

Construction Defects Litigation Reform
On January 14, Governor Hickenlooper (during his State of the
Union address) stressed affordable housing as a critical issue in
Colorado, and specifically called out the legislature to approve
construction defects litigation reform in 2016. The Governor
noted that eleven cities and Douglass County have already acted
on this issue and it is time for state lawmakers to stop the politics
and do what is right for our state and our economy.

AGC is proud to be a founding member of the group that has
pushed for reform the past four years, and worked hard to get
eleven cities and one county to lead the way to more affordable
housing in Colorado. As always, stay tuned for more progress as
we move through the 2016 legislative session.

OSHA Amp’s Up Fines – Be Ready
In a recent federal budget deal, OSHA snuck in a rule to allow
it to increase fines for inflation all the way back to the 1990’s.
Based on our quick research, this could mean an initial
adjustment of approximately 82% which – as an example – would
raise the maximum penalty for a willful violation from $70K to a
little more than $124K! Bottom line, be ready.

Ideas? Attend the AGC Safety Council lunch each month to
get the down-low on safety. Better yet join the AGC’s Safety
Partnership with OSHAand put some serious armor between you
and the feds (AGC has the only construction industry safety
partnership with OSHA in Region 8). One more idea…the first four
people to call me (at 303-388-2422) after reading this sentence,
win a steak dinner with me in February.

Author Michael Gifford is President
and CEO of the Associated General
Contractors (AGC) of Colorado

Column: Inside AGC Colorado

With AIA, ACEC & SMPS and featuring
Tom Clark, Wendy Mitchell and Barry Gore on

Future Development Opportunities
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President’s Letter

AGC Breakfast with the Board & 
Specialty Contractor Showcase
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General Contractors
BVB General Contractors, LLC
James Vigesaa
(303) 637-0981

Fischer Construction, Inc.
Bart Fischer
(303) 485-8855

Harriman Construction, Inc.
Jolene Armstrong
(970) 927-1161

Harris Constructors, Inc.
David Harris
(970) 506-2745

Nail Builders, Inc.
Rusty Nail
(303) 795-5333

Renovate
Steve Smith
(970) 925-1288

William H. Baker Construction
William Baker
(970) 925-2391

Specialty Contractors
Absolute Caulking &Weatherproofing, Inc.
Scott Deering
(720) 981-7390

AJAX Mechanical Services, Inc.
Lou Sebald
(970) 984-0579

Campbell Audio Video
Matthew Campbell
(970) 510-5489

CJ Drilling, Inc.
Tammie Johnson
(847)669-8000

Hunt Electric – Colorado
Larv Franklin
(720) 458-9377

ICI
Nick Hartline
(303) 526-0855

Logic Integration, Inc.
Shawn Hansson
(303)954-8865

Mel’s Plumbing and Heating, Inc.
Judy Mauldin
(970)379-4724

Nelson Civil Construction Services, LLC
Tim Burkhart
(303)857-7500

Nelson Pipeline Constructors, LLC
Tim Burkhart
(303)857-7500

Nex3Dimension, LLC
Chris Purcell
(303)910-9886
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True North Hearth and Home, Inc.
Wesley Ehlers
(970) 230-9363

Professional Associates
Aspen Historical Society
Meg Twitchell
(970) 925-3721

David A. Bovino, P.C.
David Bovino
(970) 925-4445

Fox Rothschild, LLP
Spencer Sears
(303) 292-1200

Hartford Homes, LLC
Sami Hageman
(970) 674-1109

Kristin Dittmar Design
Kristin Dittmar
(970) 300-4688

McGriff, Seibels & Williams, Inc.
Mary Wong
(303) 344-1997

Michael S. Marolt, CPA PC
Michael Marolt
(970) 920-1144

QualSafe Solutions
Rhett Simpson
(618) 651-9089

Robert G. Sinclair Architecture, Inc.
Robert Sinclair
(970) 925-4269

Schleibaum &Associates Insurance
Tom Schleibaum
(303) 422-4113

Small Giants
Kimberly Mickelson
(720) 515-3477

Thunderbowl Architects
Matthew Smith
(970) 618-1645

TLC Employer Services, Inc.
Ashlee Faulkner
(970) 568-8613

Suppliers
Acton Mobile
Anthony Cacciatore
(720) 598-0638

C & J Gravel Products, Inc.
John Gilleland
(970) 385-4112

LS Companies, LLC
Shad Murphy
(970) 984-4195

February 5
Mountain Area Construction & Design
Industry Reception
Glenwood Canyon Brewpub, Glenwood Springs

February 9
Curt Dale Roles & Relationship Seminar
HBA of Colorado Springs

February 11-12
Executive Leadership Academy
AGC

February 17
Breakfast with the Board & Specialty
Contractor Showcase
Radisson Hotel, Aurora

April 8
Rockies Opening Day Event
Golden Bell Press, 2403 Champa Street

April 20
Breakfast with the Board
Colorado Springs

May 5
A/E/C Networking Event
Rio Grande Restaurant, Fort Collins

May 18
Safety Awards & Breakfast with the Board
Lakewood Country Club

May 26
ACEWorkshop
AGC

July 20
Breakfast with the Board and GC Showcase
Denver

August 8
Lakewood Golf Tournament
Lakewood Country Club

September 16
Clay Shoot hosted by FLF
Kiowa Creek Sporting Club

September 21
Colorado Construction Career Days
Adams County Fairgrounds

October 28
Industry Gala &ACEAwards Banquet
Hyatt Regency Denver Convention Center

December 14
Breakfast with the Board: Annual Meeting
and Associate/Supplier Showcase Denver

April 20
Breakfast with the Board
Colorado Springs

Please check our website for updated
and added events throughout the year!
www.agccolorado.org

Interested in sponsoring an event?
Contact Polly Mize at 303-388-2422
or email polly@agccolorado.org

New Members AGC Event CalendarNew Members
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A3LC – A/E/C
Collaborative Resource

In an industry often divided with contractors, architects and
engineers all working in their own silos, A3LC (AIA, AGC,
ACEC Liaison Committee) is a committee that allows these
groups to put aside their differences and truly collaborate in
order to affect change in the ever-evolving design and con-
struction industry. The group first formed about 20 years ago
in Colorado in an effort to share knowledge amongst various
industry players, before the buzz words of integrated project
delivery and design-build became popular. This committee
recently strengthened their vision by revising their mission
statement to include “As stewards of the building commu-
nity, we promote trust through collaboration and shared
knowledge to create value for all.”

Each year, A3LC hosts several educational, networking and
collaborative events for contractors, architects and engineers
throughout Colorado - including the Curt Dale Roles &
Relationships Seminars held in Denver and Colorado
Springs. The group held their strategic planning meeting
the third week of January with a look back to their accom-
plishments in 2015 and to refocus their efforts to affect
change in the industry moving forward. Brad Schenck
from JE Dunn challenged the group to evaluate “What
does success look like?”

The resounding response from the A3LC group, which
includes about 30 members from leading construction,
architecture, engineering and now owner’s representative
groups in the Denver region, is to be a valued resource for
the design and construction industry. A3LC hosted two
Owner Roundtable events in 2015 and looks to continue this
effort in 2016 by also inviting owners to sit in and present at
monthly A3LC meetings, in order to be more inclusive of
the entire design and construction industry vertical.

60:72 Colorado CONSTRUCTION & Design

Another A3LC initiative for 2016 includes communicating
these breadth of resources to the industry itself. Oftentimes
members of associations are not aware of the variety of
benefits they have access to within their organizations. A3LC
triples the amount of events and networks an A/E/C industry
professional can take advantage of because it combines the
shared knowledge of AGC, AIA and ACEC. Last year,
A3LC organized a Plus20Networking Event where
participants could gain 20+ new contacts in the industry.
Bringing together a variety of industry professionals opens
the door for engaging discussions about common challenges
and solutions affecting the Colorado construction industry
and the chance to learn how professionals outside your
field tackle these issues.

In order for the trends of integrated project delivery and the
new “enhanced design-build” to truly take root in Colorado,
A/E/C professionals must engage outside of the workplace
and construction site. Learning more about the challenges
each group faces and how to work more collaboratively to
solve them will provide the catalyst the design and construc-
tion industry needs to move forward. A3LC can serve as
that resource to propel the industry towards more shared
knowledge and create greater value for the A/E/C community.

If you are a member of one of these three organizations
and are interested in joining the committee, contact the
committee liaisons.

AIA – Chad Hill (303) 446-2266
AGC – Bryan Cook (303) 388-2422
ACEC – Heidi Gordon (303) 832-2200
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COLORADO ROCKIES
OPENING DAY WITH AGC

You are invited to join AGC at a pre-game celebration for 
the Colorado Rockies Home Opener. Enjoy breakfast, lunch 
and, during the afternoon, sponsoring Specialty Contractors 
will be at individual tables serving their choice of local 
craft beer.

We will also have TVs on site so you can stay and watch 
the game for a bit! Don’t miss your chance to win prizes 
with games like corn hole and “how fast is your pitch?”
Make sure to come prepared for any kind of weather and 
we will see you there.

This is all brought to you by the Associate Council.

Friday • April 8, 2016
10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Golden Bell Press
2403 Champa Street • Denver, CO 80205

$20/Person
Includes Breakfast,
Lunch and Beverages

Home Run Sponsors

Register at
www.agccolorado.org

or call
303-388-2422

Diamond Sponsor

Grand Slam Sponsor
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Parting Shots Photographs © From The Hip Photo

USGBC Green School Summit, November 2015

L to R: Kari-elin Mock, Anna Young, and
Dannie Miller.

Natalie Caligans and Katheryn Louda. L to R: Cathy Weissberg, Miriam Hootstein, Dan
Gacnik, Noah Welshans and Ashley Brasovan.

L to R: Assa Abloy Staff Allen Bourman, Tina
Larson, and Dennis Stewart.

Speaker on the day was Art Dawson of Adams
12 Five Star Schools.

Al Slattery of Haselden and Jessica Chickering
of Group 14 Engineering Inc.

USGBC Commercial Real Estate Gala - December 2015

SMPS January 2016 Luncheon - Northeast Corridor Collaboration Panel

Kelly Leid (Denver Mayor's Office). Jeff Barratt congratulates Dave Genova of RTD.

Kimberly Mickelson (Small Giants Online). Laura Roberts of Kiewit Infrastructure. Maggie Bolden (President of SMPS).

Hayley Hermstad and Linda Kogan. Laura Unrein, Laura Charlier, Lauren McNeil. Hayden Garrett and Larry Boothby.
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CAMPC, SMACNA
and NECA hosted their
annual Holiday Party
at the Willshire Inn
in Denver

Parting Shots Photos by Nancy Bell

From Commercial Design Engineering: Kirk and
Terry Nelson and Louise and Tony Shaffer.

Ben and Goldie Bradford with US Engineering
and Heather and John Mueller with Trautman &
Shreve.

Mike and Nancy Branigan, of CC&D, with Jeff
Cullen, Triunity Engineering & Management,
Inc. and Gina Cullen, Dynalectric.

Larry Bell of Golden Bell Press, chats with Gary
and Larry Bell of Bell Home Solutions.

Doug and Ann Woosley, CAMPC; Kurt Bocim,
Tolin Mechanical; Lisa Austin; Mark, Pipefitters
Local 208, and Anne Miller.

Ed Becker (C), Murphy Co., visits with Arlene
and Ray Ornelas of Plumbers Local.

L to R: Colorado State University Students Zach
Gumper, Collin Pearce and Kennedi White.

L to R: Representing Braconier Plumbing,
Judy, Bob, Corey and Amy Smith.

Ed Keefer (L), Pipefitters Local 208; Bob Miller,
Fisher & Phillips; and Dave Davia, CAMPC.

Sue Schaecher, Fisher & Phillips with Patricia
O’Brecht, CAMPC.

Jason Goulet, who just received his master
plumber license, celebrates with his wife,
Cheryl Goulet, board member of PHCC.
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Parting Shots

AIA Western Mountain Region 2015 Practice & Design Conference and Trade Show, hosted by
AIA Colorado, October 15-17 at the Keystone Lodge and Conference Center

Designing tomorrow’s sustainable future today
Director of Business Development at PCD
Engineering Services’ Sandie Lucadamo-
Busby, and president of PCD Peter D’Antonio.

Amanda Faith, Marketing Manager of MEP
Engineering Inc. tends to her exhibit.

Douglass ColonyGroup’s Jeff Brunet, FrameCAD
CFS Panel Division, Sales & Design,Alexis “Lexi”
Smith, Marketing Director and David Kellogg,
Manager of the Truss/CFS Panel Division.

Is it live or is it Memorex? Ryan Typher and Gary
Smith, Director of Sales and Marketing of Ken’s
Reproductions.

Mike Branigan’s cardboard cut-out look-alike
mans the Colorado Construction & Design
magazine exhibit.

Tyler Short, Brian Clark and Aly Pax host the
Adolfson & Peterson Construction exhibit

KAWLG at the
Crazy Mountain Brewery

On September 16th, Matt Cambell (MKK) and
the band Red Whiskey Blue performed at the

annual get together for members and guests of
the Kick Ass Women’s Leads Group at the

Crazy Mountain Brewery at 5th & Kalamath.
The powerful women’s leads group known as

KAWLG is now reorganizing to become
a mentoring organization for women and

renaming themselves the “Kick Ass
Women’s Leadership Group.”

RMMI Hosts a “Mason’s
Mingle” at the School House
Kitchen and Tavern in Arvada

Mike Schuller, Partner in Charge of Atkinson-
Noland & Associates, Bret Terry, Executive
Director of Rocky Mountain Masonry Institute,
and Sherri Hartman, owner of Colorado
Scaffolding share a pose at the RMMI
Mason’s Mingle in October.

Photos by Mike Branigan
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ISEC Colorado Open House,
Greenwood Village, October 14

Parting Shots

L to R: Tom Bell, Dori Hauser, Branden Derks, Joan
Norblom, Larry Mingus

L to R: Mac McMullen, Jenay Gifford, Anne Myers,
Stephanie Godwin, Branden Derks,
Bonnie Cleveland

The SMPS Colorado October luncheon featured
panelists from Hensel Phelps, Swinerton Builders,
Mortenson and Saunders Construction, with moderator
Paul Wember, Wember, Inc.

61| AGC Colorado

27| Business Rewritten

27| Bryan Construction

53| Caleb Tkach Photography

09| CCIG Insurance

43| Cesare Inc.

21| Colorado Barricade Co.

29| Concrete Frame Associates

13| Contractors Health Trust

47| CTL Thompson

55| Deja Vu Redezvous

07| Douglas Colony

57| Dynalectric

71| Fiore & Sons Inc.

25| From The Hip Photo

15| Gallegos

11| GH Phipps

71| Ground Engineering

25| Heating & Plumbing Engineers Inc.

33| Jackie Shumaker Photography

53| Ken’s Reproductions

19| Kumar & Associates Inc.

45| Monroe & Newell

02| Rio Grande Co.

29| Rocky Mountain Green

03| Rocky Mountain Prestress

25| Saunders Construction

47| SMPS

72| Wagner Equipment

05| Xcel Energy

10| Zimmerman Metals Inc.

To advertise in Colorado Construction &Design contact
Mike Branigan, Publisher at (303) 914-0574 or mike@ccdmag.com

Advertiser Index

SMPS Colorado Luncheon,
Denver Athletic Club, October 14

Heather Clark, Executive Director of DBIA
Colorado, and Ted Laszlo, Vertix Builders and Vice
President, Rocky Mountain Region, Design Build
Institute of America.

DBIA National Conference, Nov 2-3,
Colorado Convention Center
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“SAFELY BUILDING A BETTER WORLD”

Together We Can Move MountainsTogether We Can Move Mountains
Single services to full site

work packages

Site Management - Demolition
Earthwork - Site Utilities

Environmental - Land Development
Commercial - Landfill - Recycling

Now offering Complete Civil
Contracting Services

Civil site services are often written off as 
a simple, commodity based component of 
a construction project.  In contrast, these 
services literally serve as the foundation 
to your project and deserve extensive 
attention.  Fiore combines 5 decades of 
experience with well-coordinated, high 
quality, efficient, timely, and environmen-
tally conscious civil services to ensure that 
your project is built on a rock solid base.

Our INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS, STRATEGIC 
PROBLEM SOLVING, and WIDE SCOPE OF 
SERVICES can be delivered fully managed, as 
a combined package or stand alone to meet 
the needs of the client and always come 
with our partnership commitment to deliver 
more than what you paid for.

Don’t build your next project on the cheap-
est dirt and infrastructure you can buy - your 
entire project literally depends on it!

730 W. 62nd Avenue  Denver CO 80216   
Phone: 303.429.8893 / Fax: 303.429.3035

Getting Dirty
OVER 30 YEARS OF 

• Geotechnical Engineering
• Construction Materials Testing and Inspection
• Laboratory Services
• Retaining Wall Design
• Pavement Engineering/Management
• Steel Inspection and Weld Testing

• Environmental Assessment
• Building Inspection Services
• Specialty Services – geothermal, vibration/

movement instrumen tation, GPR-ground 
penetrating radar (rebar locating/pavement 
thickness), cross-hole sonic logging, sonic 
echo, falling weight defl ection

(303) 289-1989  • www.groundeng.com
ENGLEWOOD  |  COMMERCE CITY  |  LOVELAND  |  GRANBY  |  GYPSUM
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CHOOSE A CAT® MACHINE. 
CHOOSE YOUR DEAL.

0.9% FOR
SIXTY MONTHS*

$23,500 USD
REBATE ON YOUR TRADE-IN**

GE
T

UP
TO

A

OR

UP TO $1,000 IN CAT® DEALER CREDIT TOWARD PARTS, SERVICE OR RENTAL.*+

*Offers valid from February 1, 2016 to June 30, 2016 on select new models, financed by Cat Financial, manufactured by Caterpillar Inc. Building Construction Products 
Division. Offer available only at participating Cat dealers. Offer is available to customers in the USA and Canada only and cannot be combined with any other offers. Offer 
subject to machine availability. Machines sold in Canada by authorized dealers are priced in Canadian dollars and the price may take into account the exchange rate of 
Canadian dollars to U.S. dollars. Models shown here do not necessarily reflect the exact model and configuration to which the promotion applies. Offer trade-in rebates 
are based on a predetermined amount and may vary by model. **Rebate will be in addition to the dealer appraised trade-in value. All financed machines are subject 
to credit approval and rate may differ based on creditworthiness. The Cat Financial Commercial Account credit applies to all BCP models and is provided through Cat 
Financial for use at participating Cat dealers. Prices do not include taxes, freight, set-up, delivery, document fees, inspections, additional options, or attachments. Final 
machine prices are subject to change. Offer may change without prior notice and additional terms and conditions may apply. Contact your Cat dealer for details.

Visit us on the web:
www.wagnerequipment.com

Drop us an email:
wagner.info@wagnerequipment.com

Give us a call:
1-877-654-1237
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